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Abstract

Flash sintering is an electrical field-assisted consolidation technology and represents a very novel technique for producing ceramic materials, which allows to decrease sensibly both processing temperature and time. Starting from 2010, when flash sintering was discovered, different ceramic materials with a wide range of electrical properties have been successfully densified.

Up to date, the research on flash sintering has been mainly focused on ionic and electronic conductors and on semiconductor ceramics. In the present work, we studied the flash sintering behavior of a resistive technical ceramic like alumina also in the presence of magnesia silicate glass phase typically used for activating liquid phase sintering. The materials were studied by using different combinations of electric field and current density. Physical, structural and microstructural properties of sintered samples were extensively investigated by Archimedes’ method, SEM, XRD, XPS and pholuminescence spectroscopy. Light emission and electrical behavior during the flash process were studied, as well.

The results point out the applicability of flash sintering to alumina and glass-containing alumina using electrical-field in excess of 500 V/cm, allowing an almost complete densification at temperatures lower than 1000°C. Different densification mechanisms were pointed out in the two systems, namely “solid state flash sintering” and “liquid phase flash sintering” for pure alumina and glass containing alumina, respectively. The glass addition allows a significant reduction of the current and power dissipation needed for densification, by promoting liquid phase sintering.

The results suggest that unconventional mass transport phenomena are activated by the current flow in the ceramic body and they can be very likely attributed to partial reduction of the oxide induced by the electrical current. The hypothesis that the oxide
gets partially reduced during DC-flash sintering experiments is supported by several experimental findings.

Finally, strong affinities between flash sintering and other physical processes, like dielectric breakdown, were pointed out.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Sintering of ceramics

Ceramics are inorganic, non-metallic materials characterized by unique combination of physical, mechanical, thermal and functional properties. In general, they are lighter and harder than metals, more resistant at high temperatures, to creep, to wear and to corrosion. Despite their inherent brittleness, they can be toughened and are characterized by high stiffness and mechanical strength, finding many structural applications, from buildings to refractories, from aerospace industry to cutting tools etc.. In the last decades great interest has also been risen by functional ceramics for they outstanding piezoelectric, electrical, magnetic and biological properties[1,2].

Different processing routes have been developed for obtaining ceramic materials; for example, coatings can be obtained via CVD, PVD, TRD, sputtering methods; porous ceramics can be processed from sol-gel, xerogel, aerogel techniques. However, the production of bulk ceramic is much more complicated. In fact, ceramics are brittle, hard and characterized by high melting temperature thus they can not be casted (with the exception of some ZAS refractories) or easily machined by plastic deformation of cheap removal. For all these reasons, ceramic materials manufacturing involves powder shaping and a high temperature powder consolidation process, called sintering[3]. The firing process is crucial when discussing about ceramics; in fact, controlling the firing parameters (time, temperature, atmosphere) it is possible to change the final properties of the sintered body: relative density, mechanical strength, toughness, grain size, electrical, magnetic and functional properties[2,3].

Sintering is a process based on diffusion, and therefore needs high temperatures and quite long time (in the order of hours) [3]. Indeed, the firing temperature depends from the composition of the material; it ranges between 800 - 1300°C for traditional ceramics (bricks, porcelain, earthenware…) but could reach temperature up to 1900°C for several advanced ceramics. Therefore, sintering is characterized by high costs, which are both economic and environmental.

In 2007, the European Commission approved a "Reference Document on Best Available Techniques in the Ceramic Manufacturing Industry”[4]. In this work, the
consumption for different class of ceramics is summarized. In all the cases, some MJ are needed for each kg of final product as shown in Table I. One should consider that the main part of the energy is consumed during the sintering process; i.e. considering the production of MgO refractory 3.0-6.3 MJ/kg are needed only for firing, while the overall energy consumption lays between 3.5-7.15 MJ/kg [4]. Today the larger part of energy required for the firing process is provided by the combustion of “natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas (propane and butane) and fuel oil EL …; while heavy fuel oil, liquefied natural gas (LNG), biogas/biomass, electricity and solid fuels (e.g. coal, petroleum coke) can also play a role as energy sources for burners”[4]. The energy cost of natural gas is around 0.1 €/kWh, that means that the firing process requires 0.05 - 0.2 € for kg of ceramic. These values seems to be quite low but one should consider that only in Italy the refractory production in 2011 was 486,336 tons and the production of tableware was 13,200 [5]. Hence, the energy cost for refractory production in Italy can be estimated in the order of several millions of euros. This value is only referred to the energy cost, the actual cost of the firing process should account also for plant cost and maintenance. Typically the price of a tunnel kiln for porcelain/tableware is in the order of 500,000-1,000,000 €. Therefore, it is crucial, both for economic and environmental reasons, to explore new ways for reducing sintering time and temperature of ceramics. Among the different possibilities field-assisted sintering in general, and flash sintering in particular, represents a very promising route.

**Table I: Energy consumption for manufacturing different class of ceramics [4].**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Energy Consumption [MJ/kg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roof Tiles</td>
<td>1.90 - 2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masonry Bricks</td>
<td>1.50 - 2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porcelain Tableware</td>
<td>4.50 - 7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitrified Clay Pipes</td>
<td>6.19 - 7.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO refractries</td>
<td>3.50 - 7.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.2 Flash sintering principles

Flash Sintering (FS) is a consolidation technology which allows to reduce the temperature needed for densifying ceramics by hundreds of degrees [6,7]. In some cases the reduction of the firing temperature approaches 1000°C[8,9]. Additionally, in FS experiments the densification occurs in few seconds (or minutes) much more quickly than in the conventional processes, which usually require hours. The reduction of the processing times and temperature by FS is, in general, larger than what can be obtained using other innovative sintering technologies, like SPS or hot press (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Typical time and temperature for sintering YSZ using different technologies. Taken from [10].](image)

The advantages of FS are not only related to the evident reduction of the energetic and economic costs for sintering. In fact, the reduced sintering time and temperature could allow to densify outside the equilibrium materials [11] or materials showing undesired phase transitions at high temperature. Additionally, flash sintering can be very effective for sintering ceramics that produce volatile species, like potassium niobate [12]. Therefore, FS represents a possible route for producing materials that
cannot be obtained via conventional processes. Additionally, the short treating time allows to obtain dense ceramics with very limited grain coarsening.

Flash sintering is a very novel sintering technique, the first paper on this argument having been published in 2010 by Cologna et al.[6]. FS belongs to the family of Field-assisted Sintering Technology (FAST), where the combination of electric field/current application and temperature allows a rapid densification.

FS presents some peculiar characteristic when compared with other field-assisted routes like Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS). The main difference is that in FS process the current is forced to flow within the specimen whereas in SPS the sample is contained in a graphite die which, being usually more conductive than the ceramic, is responsible for the current flow. Hence, the heat generation mechanism is pretty different in FS and SPS. In SPS the die is heated by Joule effect, then the sample is heated by radiation/conduction from the die. Conversely, heat generation within the green specimen takes place in FS, as a result of the current flow. For this reason the heating rate involved in the two processes are pretty different, up to $10^3 \, ^\circ \text{C/min}$ for SPS, in the order of $10^4 \, ^\circ \text{C/min}$ for FS[13]. Actually, the current flow within the specimen during sintering can not be considered the only discriminant characteristic for defining flash sintering. In fact, also in many SPS processes of metal powder the current mainly flow within the metal (often more conductive than the graphite die). Therefore, we need to improve the definition of FS.

An accurate analysis of the scientific literature on this topic allows to define flash sintering as a very rapid sintering phenomenon (few seconds/minutes) accompanied by a current flow within the sample and by the so called “flash event”.

The flash event is characterized by three phenomenological effects:

i. The sample is quickly heated by an internal Joule effect[13–15];
ii. The material shows a transition from insulator to conductor-like[6–8,16];
iii. The sample starts to emit light[17–20].

If these three phenomena occur together, the Flash Event (FE) takes place. In some materials like titania and zirconia during the FE also texture [21] and new phases emersion have been observed[22]. However, these have been recorded just in two materials and cannot be considered as a general characteristic of the flash event.
The flash event is not strictly related to sintering and it can be observed also in dense specimens. FE has been reproduced also in different pre-sintered materials with different level of densification (SiC [23], LSCF[24], YSZ [9,25] …). Of course, we can not talk of flash sintering in this case since the material is already dense. Nevertheless, if FE is reproduced on a green body, a very rapid densification occurs and the process can be identified as flash sintering.

Therefore, we can state that “Flash sintering is a field assisted sintering technique, characterized by a current flow within the specimen and showing a very rapid densification, a drop of electrical resistivity, a quick internal heating of the specimen by Joule effect and a strong light emission”.

The experimental set up for flash sintering is not complex and expensive; it is usually constituted by four main parts(Figure 2):

i. Electrical furnace;
ii. Power source;
iii. Multimeter;
iv. Displacement sensor.

The green specimen is connected by two metallic wires to the power source and to a multimeter, which allows to record the electrical parameters (tension and current). The main part of FS experiments have been conducted using DC field, but many work using AC are available in the scientific literature. The contact between the green specimen and the metal electrode is often improved by adding some conductive pastes (like Pt or Ag…). The choice of the metal wire used as electrode should be done considering several constrains. First, the materials should be conductive, it should resist to oxidation (most FS experiments are carried out in air) and it should have an high melting temperature. For all these reasons the material most commonly used is platinum or Pt-alloys. Nevertheless, for flash sintering experiments in inert atmosphere also graphite or SiC electrodes can be used or, if the treating temperature is limited, stainless steel, silver or Ni alloy are a suitable choice. After the sample is connected to the electrodes, it is introduced on a furnace and heated up until the flash event is reproduced. The sintering process can be
monitored by measuring the sintering shrinkage using a displacement sensor (like an LVDT[26]) or making a video with a CCD camera (Figure 2).

Different sample shapes have been employed in FS experiments. The specimens used in the first FS experiments were characterized by a dog bone shape with two holes at the opposite side of the specimen. The electrodes are forced within these holes. This shape is quite complex and find limited technological applications; nevertheless, this is the best choice for studying the process. In fact, the dog bone shape reduces many problems observed during FS like current concentrations. So, the samples result homogeneous in their cross-section and the conductivity evolution can be easily studied. The second geometry used in flash experiment is bar-like. In this case the metallic wire is wrapped around the external part of the green specimen. The third used geometry corresponds to cylindrical pellets. The electrodes are often constituted by metallic disks or grids pushed in contact with the pellet faces. Also in this case the application of a conductive paste can be very effective for reducing sparkling at metal/electrode interface or for improving the homogeneity of the sintered body. Nevertheless, especially if stocky geometry are used (high diameter/height ratio) current concentrations are very likely to be formed leading to a non-homogeneous sintering process[27].

Although the technology behind flash sintering is quite simple its interpretation is much more complex. Many process parameters can influence the flash sintering behavior. The main ones are summarized in Figure 4. The different operative condition can influence the onset temperature for flash sintering, the densification behavior and the microstructure. The effect of each parameter will be discussed in the followings sections of this process review.
Figure 2: Two possible experimental setup for flash sintering experiments: the sintering can be monitored by a CCD camera (a) or by an LVDT sensor (b).

Figure 3: Possible sample shape for flash sintering experiments: dog bone (a), bar (b) and cylindrical pellet (b).
Flash sintering experiments can be carried out applying the main process parameters (T, E, J) in different ways. The two most common experiments are reported in Figure 5.

Figure 5(a) is referred to a constant heating rate experiment. The electric field (E) is applied at low furnace temperature (Tf). At such temperatures the ceramic is an insulator and very few electric current (J) flows. For this reason the power source, in this temperature region, is working in voltage control. Nevertheless, ramping the temperature the specimen becomes progressively more conductive and J increases. This stage of flash sintering is often called I stage or incubation[19]. The increase in
current flow also increases the specific power dissipation ($w$) within the ceramic that can be calculated as:

$$w = EJ$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Now, since the system during the incubation is working in current control, we can calculate was:

$$w = \frac{E^2}{\rho}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\rho$ is the electrical resistivity of the material. Since, in many ceramics $\rho$ is decreasing with temperature (following an Arrhenius-like behavior), during the incubation of FS the power slowly increases. Exceptions are represented by metallic like ceramics, among them WC, HfB$_2$, MAX phases et cetera.

At a certain onset temperature an abrupt drop of electrical resistivity is observed and the current rises. The system switches from voltage to current control, reaching the maximum power dissipation. This is referred as the flash event or II stage of flash sintering[19]. During this stage the highest power dissipation are reached and the sample undergo to a thermal runaway of Joule heating. In this stage the densification starts and extremely higher sintering rates are obtained. It is to underline that the onset temperature for FS is in almost all the cases much lower than the conventional sintering temperature; thus, resulting in an anticipate sintering phenomenon.

After that the system reaches the current limit, the field decreases reaching an equilibrium condition. When the field is stabilized the III stage or steady stage of FS begins[19]. Now the system is working in current control; therefore, the specific power dissipation ($w$) can be written as:

$$w = J^2 \rho.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

During the third stage, a residual densification can be still observed but the sintering rate progressively decreases.
Figure 5: Electric field (E) and current (J) evolution during constant heating rate (a) and constant furnace temperature, Tf, (b) flash sintering experiments.

Figure 5(b) shows the second most used experimental set up for FS. In this case the furnace is at a constant temperature. Once that the power supply is switched on the current start to flow and, even if the furnace temperature is constant, J progressively increases with time. This behavior can be observed only if appropriate field strength is used: if the field is too low J remains constant. Also in this case an abrupt drop in electrical resistivity is observed and the flash event takes place. Therefore, it is possible to define again three stages: first the system works in voltage control and the current slowly increases, then the flash event is observed, finally the system reaches a new equilibrium in current control. When the isothermal flash experiments are conducted the most significant parameter to define the material behavior is the incubation time, which is the time needed for the system to switch from voltage to current control. The incubation time is of course related to furnace temperature and applied field [28], this will be discussed in the next sections.

1.3 Proposed mechanisms for flash sintering

Starting from 2010, when flash sintering was discovered, the attention of the scientific community about this technology has constantly grown and the number of papers published on this argument have risen year by year. The reasons for such
interest are mainly technology-driven; an industrial application of FS would allow a drastic reduction of sintering costs, energy consumption and CO\textsubscript{2} emissions. Nevertheless, being the process very “rich” and multidisciplinary (involving sintering, light emission, electrical properties, new phase formation, textures, non-conventional microstructures…) also a lot of scientific interest has been risen with the aim to interpret and explain the phenomenon. With this purpose different mechanisms for flash sintering have been proposed.

All mechanisms start from the assumption that for explaining flash sintering one should explain both charge and mass transport. Charge transport can be either ionic or electronic, depending from the structure of the material, its purity or from temperature. However, it seems reasonable that the extremely high heating rates obtained during the flash event are unlikely to be due to ionic conduction alone. Probably, a dominant electronic contribution to Joule heating can be pointed out, as a result of a massive electronic scattering. Conversely, mass transport involves diffusion and atoms movement from the surface with positive to negative curvature. Probably, the simplest explanation for flash sintering is based just on Joule heating: the sample is heated by the current flow and for this reason both electric conduction and diffusion are enhanced. At this point the question is: “Is the real sample temperature upon FS high enough for justifying a such rapid densification? Is the sample temperature enough high for justifying the drop of electrical resistivity?” These are still opened questions and will be more in detail discussed point by point in the next sessions.

A second mechanism that has been proposed is based on the selective Joule heating at grain boundary[29–31]. Grain Boundaries (GB), in fact, presents features different from the bulk: different diffusion kinetics, space charge formation… For these reasons one can imagine that the grain boundary temperature is higher when compared to the grain bulk. The local heating at the interparticle neck or at the grain boundary could increase the diffusion processes and densification. Additionally, the formation of a liquid phase at the GB could enhance electrical conductivity and increase the sintering rates, providing a fast diffusion path. The presence of an interparticle liquid phase would also generate capillarity stresses as reported by Chaim[30]. He calculated that, assuming 100 nm alumina particles, the capillarity
stress would be \( \sim 27 \text{ MPa} \) [30], this stress is indeed higher than the sintering stresses and comparable to the load usually applied during SPS processes. This would provide an additional driving force for densification.

The formation of a local liquid film or temperature gradient between GB and bulk are a very attractive hypothesis. In fact, they could also explain some microstructures obtained via flash sintering: the ceramic can be sintered up to nearly full density with submicrometric grain size[6,32–34]. In addition, previous works have shown that in monolithic YSZ specimen the application of a weak DC electric field results in a retarded grain coalescence[35]. Ghosh et al. have proposed that if the grain boundary is hotter than the surrounding region this would lead to a minimum of the interfacial energy \( (\gamma_{gb}) \). This could be explained considering the Gibbs energy associated to the grain boundary:

\[
\gamma_{gb} = \Delta H_{gb} - T \Delta S_{gb} \tag{4}
\]

where \( \Delta H_{gb} \) and \( \Delta S_{gb} \) the excess of enthalpy and entropy associated to the GB. Thus, if the temperature is higher at the GB a minimum in the interfacial energy is achieved. If the grain boundary moves, towards colder region \( \gamma_{gb} \) would increase in this reduces the driving force for grain growth.

The effect of a liquid film formation on grain coalescence was studied by Narayan [36]. He demonstrated that in case of selective melting of the grain boundary the driving force for grain growth is reduced almost to zero. This should inhibit all grain coalescence phenomena.

However, it seems quite hard to state that significant temperature differences can be present in case of micrometric or submicrometric grains. This was confirmed by Holland et al. [37] who showed, via numerical simulation, that the temperature gradients are very limited in micrometric scale. Additionally, they demonstrated that, although some gradients are formed in the early stages of flash sintering (just after interparticle neck formation), these should be removed in fraction of second (depending from the particle size). So, it seem that significant temperature
differences between grain boundary and bulk are not the crucial mechanism behind flash sintering.

The third mechanism involves the formation of Frenkel pairs within the grains during the flash event[6,38–40]. Also, a thereof model based on nucleation theory has been developed in order to explain the incubation time in isothermal FS experiments. In this model embryos of material with high dielectric constant are thought to be formed under E field application, as a result of dipoles vacancy/interstitial associated with Frenkel defects [41]. In this way the electric field provides the driving force for nucleation and a critical radius for the embryos, above which nucleus can growth, can be calculated in nanometric – submicrometric scale [41].

The theory of Frenkel pairs formation was proposed mainly for explaining the rapid densification and so mass transport. Indeed, the diffusion kinetics are proportional to the defect population; hence, if one assumes that vacancy/interstitial pairs are formed this would increase the defect population and the mass transport phenomena rise. Additionally, if the Frenkel defects get ionized also electronic defects are formed for balancing the charge and electronic conduction is activated, leading to a drop of electrical resistance and producing luminescent effect that can explain the photoemission. Although, this mechanism involves all the main phenomenological effects observed during FS, until now, it has found poor experimental evidences.

A fourth mechanism involves the formation of partially-reduced structures during flash sintering. This mechanism was proposed for the first time by Downs in 2013[9] and it is mainly focused on oxide ceramics, finding only a poor application to covalent materials. The formation of partially reduced oxide is well known and it has been extensively studied on YSZ using direct current[42–46]. This is associated with the formation of the so called "electrochemical blackening" that can be also observed during DC-FS under severe condition of current/treating time [9,47]. If the material is partially reduced its electrical properties would change [43,45] leading to an increase electronic contribution to conduction or it could change the activation energy for cations [48] diffusion leading to non-conventional grain growth [48,49] and densification phenomena. The change in grain growth behavior was also reported in reducing atmosphere for different oxides [50,51].
In the next sections we are going to describe more in detail the different phenomenological effects observed during flash sintering are described in detail and links with the proposed mechanisms are provided and discussed.

1.4 Flash sintering: Phenomenology

1.4.1 Thermal runaway and Joule heating

The thermal runaway is always occurring during the flash event and allowing an abrupt heating of the ceramic due to internal heat generation. It was calculated that during the flash event the heating rate could approach $10^4 ^\circ C/min$ [13]; nevertheless, this value depends on the maximum specific power dissipation set during the experiments, the material specific heat and other process parameters (sample shape, mass...).

The fact that thermal runaway is the trigger of the flash event is accepted by the majority of the scientific community. Although the thermal runaway explains why and when the flash event takes place, it is still not clear if it is the only reason leading to densification [14], photoemission and resistivity drop observed during flash sintering. The thermal runaway model for describing the onset condition for FS was independently developed by Todd [14] and by Zhang [15] and coworkers in 2015. The model is based on the power balance between electrical power and the heat dissipated by the specimen. The concept is quite basilar: the flash event takes place when the sample is no more able to dissipate the internal-generated heat by Joule effect. Therefore, this model is somehow more simple than that developed by Naik et al. for describing the incubation of flash sintering as a nucleation phenomenon, assuming the formation of high-k embryos due to Frenkel pairs [41]. Additionally, the thermal runaway model finds solid theoretical bases on elements that can be easily determined and measured (like power dissipation, heat exchange, electrical conductivity...) and it is valid without the assumption that the material undergo to particular transformation. These reasons are at the base of the success of this model, which has also been validated by many experimental results [15,23,52–56].

A qualitative representation of the basic idea for the thermal runaway is shown in Figure 6. Figure 6(a) is referred to a constant heating rate FS experiment. The red
line represents the power dissipated by Joule effect as a function of the sample temperature \((T_S)\). This curve is rising with temperature; in fact, being the system in voltage control during the incubation of FS the electrical power dissipation \((W_{in})\), assuming Arrhenius conduction and an homogeneous sample temperature, is:

\[
W_{in} = \frac{VE^2}{\rho_0} \exp \left( -\frac{Q}{RT_S} \right)
\]

where \(W\) is the power dissipation, \(V\) the sample volume, \(\rho_0\) the pre-exponential constant for resistivity, \(Q\) the activation energy for conduction, \(R\) the universal gas constant.

The blue lines represent the heat dissipated from the sample by radiation \((W_{out})\) at different furnace temperatures \((T_F)\). Indeed, also this curve rises with \(T_S\); in fact, higher the temperature difference between the sample and the atmosphere higher will be the heat exchange. If the temperature is enough high one can assume that all the heat is exchanged by radiation and so it is possible to write:

\[
W_{out} = S \sigma \epsilon (T_S^4 - T_F^4)
\]

where \(S\) is the sample surface, \(\sigma\) the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and \(\epsilon\) the emissivity. According to Eq. 6 ramping the furnace temperature the \(W_{out}\) curve moves to the right in the plot in Figure 6(a). If the furnace temperature is low (dashed line in figure) \(W_{out}\) and \(W_{in}\) curves presents an intersection which represent an equilibrium condition and FS cannot be reproduced. However, increasing \(T_F\) the two curves becomes tangent; in this case the power that is consumed by Joule effect cannot be dissipated by the sample (being \(W_{in}\) plot always above \(W_{out}\)) and this represent the onset for FS. Therefore, the sample undergo to an uncontrolled heating process, which is at the base of the flash event.

The relation between the onset field/temperature in constant heating rate experiments results monotonical; being the sample treated with larger field flash sintered at lower temperatures\([8,57]\). This is due to the fact by increasing \(E\) the in \(W_{in}\) plot in Figure 6(a) moves upward, so the onset condition is reached at lower
temperature. The experimental relation between onset temperature for FS and electric field is reported in Figure 7(a) for 8YSZ. One can observe that, by increasing $E$, a drastic reduction of sintering temperature can be obtained. Similar consideration can be done for isothermal flash experiments. In this case $W_{out}$ plot do not change its position (being the furnace temperature constant); but increasing $E$ the $W_{in}$ curve moves upward and so, once again, an onset condition can be determined. Indeed, the incubation time depends from the applied field and furnace temperature, as shown in Figure 7(b). Increasing $E$ the area between $W_{out}$ and $W_{in}$ becomes larger and this means that the net power absorbed by the sample rises. Therefore, increasing $E$ the sample would undergo to a more rapid heating, reducing the incubation time. An analogous behavior can be obtained increasing the furnace temperature at which the experiments are carried out: increasing $T_F$ it becomes more “difficult” to dissipate the internal heat generated by Joule effect.

Figure 6: Flash sintering onset determination for constant heating rate (a) and isothermal flash sintering experiments (b). The dashes lines represent condition where FS cannot be reproduced, the thin continous lines are the onset for FS, the thik continous lines are conditions leading to the flash.
Figure 7: Relation between onset flash sintering temperature and electric field (a) [8] and between incubation time and the applied field for different furnace temperature (b) for YSZ[28].

The onset condition for thermal runaway is not only depending on the applied field but it is also a function of the electrical properties of the tested material, the more conductive specimens being flash sintered at lower temperatures. This behavior is quite well known from the early flash sintering experiments and it can be demonstrated just comparing the flash temperature for different materials [6,33,39,58–60]. Such relation is due to the fact that the more conductive specimens during the incubation of FS are characterized by higher power dissipation (the system is working in voltage control); in this way, the red curve in Figure 6 would shift upward and the onset condition can be easily reached.

More recently, Pereira da Silva et al.[52] and Dong et al. [53,54] developed more sophisticated models for the thermal runaway. In particular Dong et al. calculated the relation between the onset field and temperature as [54]:

\[
\ln \left( \frac{E^2}{T_{on}^2} \right) = \frac{Q}{R T_{on}} + A
\]

(7)

where \( Q \) is the activation energy for conduction, \( T_{on} \) the onset temperature for flash sintering at a given field (E) and A is a constant depending from the sample geometry/heat exchange and can be empirically calculated. Eq. 7 has been proved to provide a quite good approximation of the many experimental results obtained in constant heating rate flash sintering experiments[54].

Bichaud et al. studied the heating rate of the specimen during FS of cylindrical pellets[56]. In this case the heat is not only dissipated by radiation toward the
environment, but significant heat loss could take place by conduction through the metallic electrodes. They calculated the heating rate of the specimen as:

$$\frac{dT_s}{dt} = \frac{1}{C} \left( \frac{E^2}{\rho} - k_1 \frac{2}{h} (T_S - T_F) - k_2 \frac{2}{r} (T_S - T_F) \right)$$  (8)

where $C$ is the sample heat capacity for unit of volume, $r$ the sample radius, $h$ the specimen height, $k_1$ and $k_2$ are the heat transfer coefficients at the flat surface (in contact with the electrode) and side surface, respectively.

The key point that deserve to be underlined from Eq.8 is that the heating rate obtained during the incubation of the flash event is dependent from sample geometry; i.e. larger samples (high value of $r$ of $h$) being characterized by higher heating rate using the same field strength. This result is in perfect agreement with many experimental findings. In fact, it has been shown that the flash event can be reproduced using lower incubation times in large specimens (Figure 8(a)) [56]. Additionally, it was demonstrate that, when working with very thin samples (in the order of few mm), the onset temperature for FS could increase of hundreds of degrees with respect to the traditional dog bone geometries[61].

The strong relation provided by the thermal runaway model between sample conductivity and onset condition (field/temperature) for flash sintering can explain also other experimental results:

i. Francis et al. showed that the flash sintering temperature decreases by lowering the powder particle size (Figure 8(b)) [62]. This is linked to the different electrical properties obtained in the green compacts by changing the particle size. In fact, due to Van de Walls force the contact area between particles increases with decreasing particle size[62]. In this way the over potential at the particle/particle interface would decrease. Additionally, conventional sintering processes are anticipated in the case of small particles; in this way a continuous path for current flow is easier formed enhancing electrical conductivity and anticipating the thermal runaway.
ii. Although flash sintering is mainly a pressure-less technique flash-sinterforging experiments have also been carried out. Francis et al. showed that an external pressure application (1.5 - 12.0 MPa) can reduce the onset temperature for the flash event (Figure 8 (c)) [63]. They explained this effect as a result of local field enhancement due to electro-chemo-mechanical effect. However, an external pressure application could enhance the quality of the particle/particle contact and reduce the temperature needed for particle welding; thus, allowing an increase in electrical conductivity and reducing the onset temperature for FS.

iii. The sintering atmosphere (oxygen partial pressure, reducing potential…) can change the defect population in oxide ceramics. This has an influence on electrical conductivity and so also on the onset condition for flash sintering. The atmosphere effect on flash sintering on ZnO was studied by Zhang et al. [64]. They showed that the onset condition for FS can be reduced of hundreds of °C using Ar or Ar/H₂ atmosphere when compared with air (Figure 8(d)). They attributed this behavior to an higher conductivity showed by ZnO in reducing atmosphere [64]. Nevertheless, the ionization potential of Ar is much lower than air (N₂/O₂). Therefore, it is also possible to suggest a partial contribution of an interparticle plasma formation, which rises electrical conductivity. Further experiments in inert and high dielectric strength atmosphere (i.e. N₂) would be needed for an accurate and definitive understanding of atmosphere effect on flash sintering.

iv. The use of different electrode materials can influence the conductivity of the ceramic, changing the onset for the thermal runaway. Caliman et al. have shown for β-alumina (cationic conductor) that Pt acts as a blocking electrode for charge transfer between the metal and the ceramic; thus, flash sintering was not reproduced using Pt electrodes. Conversely, in case of silver electrodes, which allow a more efficient electrochemical transfer at the interface, the flash event has been observed.
Figure 8: Sample length effect on incubation time for FS in Al₂O₃/YSZ composites (a)[56]. Effect of particle size (b)[62] and applied pressure on onset FS temperature for YSZ[63]. Onset temperature dependence from sintering atmosphere in ZnO (d) [64].

The effect of the field polarization (AC, DC, pulsed...) on the thermal runaway has not been deeply analyzed yet. Dancer collected several data from different authors regarding the FS condition using AC and DC field[57] in BYZS. Her data, reported in Figure 9, do not show a clear trend. Nevertheless, this point deserves further analysis. In particular, by using different frequencies in AC it would be possible to increase the power dissipation as a result of the effect of imaginary part of the dielectric constant. Anyway, even if the effect of field polarization on the onset is not so evident, it can chance the structure of the sintered body as pointed out by Muccillo et al.[47]. In fact in case of DC field a partial reduction of the oxide can be obtained, while it do not happen when using AC[47].
So far we analyzed Joule heating as a trigger for the flash event and we focused our analysis on what is happening when the system is working in voltage control. Now, we describe what is going on when the current limit is reached. At this point, the power dissipation peak is observed and it is equal to the voltage limit times the current limit. The product of these two values gives the maximum power dissipation that can be obtained and so it is strictly related to the maximum heating rate achievable by the system. Then, being the system in current control, the power dissipated by Joule effect can be written as:

\[ W_{in} = V J^2 \rho_0 \exp \left( \frac{Q}{RT_S} \right). \]

Hence, according to Eq. 9, \( W_{in} \) decreases with the sample temperature, as qualitatively shown in Figure 10. Therefore it is possible to define a new equilibrium
condition when the electrical power is equal to the heat dissipated by radiation toward the environment (Figure 10).

This new equilibrium is reached at a sample temperature higher than that at which the power peak is observed. Therefore, also after the current limit reaching the sample is still heated. This is due to the fact that after the power peak the \( W_{in} \) still is higher than \( W_{out} \). Nevertheless, the difference between the two power decreases with sample temperature \( (T_s) \), so the heating rate progressively decreases and the temperature approaches the equilibrium one. As a result of this heating process after the current limit reaching the resistivity of the material decreases and it is responsible for the decrease of \( E \) as reported in Figure 5. When \( E \) is stabilized and the equilibrium temperature is reached the third stage of FS, also known as steady stage begins.

\[
W_{in} = V \frac{E^2}{\rho} \quad \text{Voltage control} \quad W_{in} = V J^2 \rho \quad \text{Current control}
\]

Figure 10: Qualitative power dissipation plot during the different stages of flash sintering.

Now, the key parameter for describing the system behavior is the current density \( (J) \). In fact, changing \( J \) the curves in Figure 10 shift allowing to obtain different equilibrium temperature during the flash.
A correct estimation of the real sample temperature during the steady stage of flash sintering is crucial: it would allow to clarify if the temperature increase due to Joule effect is or not the only reason at the base of a so rapid densification and electrical resistivity drop.

A first analytical attempt to determine the sample temperature during FS was carried out by Raj [65]. He provided an analytical expression for calculate the sample temperature assuming an homogeneous power dissipation in sample gage section and that the heat is only exchanged by radiation. This allows to write that:

\[ T_S = \left( T_F^4 + \frac{Win}{S\varepsilon} \right)^{0.25} \]  

where \( S \) is the sample surface area and \( Win \) can be easily measured by multimeter. Being this relation referred the heat exchanged from the surface by radiation it allows to calculate the surface sample temperature and do not give direct information of the temperature in the core. Although Eq. 10 is based on some approximations and the value of the emissivity (\( \varepsilon \)) should be a priori estimated, this has provided in many cases a good approximation of the real sample temperature during FS of dog bone specimens. In fact, the results obtained using Eq. 10 were successfully compared with sample temperature measurement by experimental technique[17,19,63].

Different experimental attempts were for measuring the specimen temperature during the steady stage of flash sintering:

i. Park et al. measured the sample temperature by in situ impedance spectroscopy[66]. However, this method is based on the assumption that during the flash event no unconventional conduction mechanisms are activated; hence, it would be possible to compare the impedance measured during the flash with the conductivity extrapolated in conventional conditions.

ii. Different authors measured the sample temperature using a pyrometer [63,67–69]. This kind of measure gives the local surface temperature of the specimen; which, in line of principle could be different from the core. When using a pyrometer the emissivity of the ceramic is an important parameter that should be estimated. This is probably the weak point of
this kind of measure, especially assuming that often the emissivity could change with temperature[70].

iii. Probably the more accurate measure of sample temperature during FS has been done by XRD[17,71]. In fact, the XRD peak position depends from the cell parameter which, with an appropriate calibration can be related to the ceramic temperature.

iv. When reproducing the flash event on dense specimen the sample temperature can be estimated from the thermal expansion[72]. This method is not working for flash sintering, where the sintering shrinkage would hide the thermal expansion.

The last point that deserves to be discussed about Joule heating regards the temperature distribution homogeneity within the specimen. If we assume that heat is exchanged by radiation from the surface it would be reasonable that the hearth of the specimen was hotter than the surface. Nevertheless, no microstructural evidences of such phenomenon (i.e. densification or grain size gradients) have been reported for dog-bone specimen. Lebrun et al. investigated the temperature distribution in dog bone geometry (cross section: 1.3x0.65 mm²) via XRD[71]. They observed in YSZ that a broadening of diffraction peak width related to temperature gradients can be observed only if the power peak exceeds 1000 mW/mm³; this value is higher than what usually needed for FS of zirconia ~ 500 - 1000 mW/ mm³. If the power exceeds 1000 mW/mm³ a temperature gradient between surface and core around 100°C can be estimated. Nevertheless, this broadening is only a transient observed during the flash event and it disappears during the III stage. Conversely, Steil et al. reported in cylindrical pellets (ϕ8mm) different microstructures in sample center and periphery[73]; being the grains larger in the core of the specimen. Additionally, they observed melted areas mainly located in the center. Their results are therefore coherent with the presence of a temperature gradient in cylindrical pellets. However, they used power dissipation up to ~ 2500 mW/mm³, this value is much higher than what estimated by Lebrun et al. for producing temperature gradients within dog bone specimen [71]. An analytical model of temperature distribution during FS was developed by Hewitt et al. for cylindrical pellets;
considering both temperature gradients in radial and axial direction due to the heat loss through sample surface and metal electrodes, respectively. Their analytical solutions have suggested that some temperature gradients can be present during the steady stage of flash sintering of cylindrical pellets[74].

1.4.2 Sintering and microstructures

The sintering process is conventionally divided into three main stages. According to Rahaman[3], in the first stage the particles get welded together via interparticle neck formation. This stage is activated at relatively low temperature and it is usually based on surface diffusion or evaporation/condensation mechanisms. At such temperatures a very moderate densification can be achieved and the distance between particles center remains substantially constant. It is assumed that the stage finishes when a relative density of ~65% is reached, or when the radius of the interparticle necks reaches 40-50% of the particle radius.

At higher temperature bulk and grain boundary diffusion get activated and the second stage of sintering starts, leading to densification up to ~90%. The densification is accompanied by a strong shrinkage of the material based on the fact that the particle centers get closer. In this stage the pores are still quite continuous and they reaches their equilibrium shape forming the dihedral angles. When the pores get isolated at the grain corners the third stage of sintering begins, allowing an additional densification and shrinkage.

Therefore, when we discuss of the electric field effect on sintering we can divide the argument in two main parts:

i. First, we can analyses the field effect on neck formation (I stage of sintering)

ii. Second, we can analyses the field effect on densification (II-III stage of sintering)

Cologna et al. studied the interaction between E-field and neck formation in 3YSZ[75], without reproducing the flash event and Joule heating. They conclude that the neck growth rate is substantially unaffected by E-Field application. This is in other word meaning that the electric field alone (without current and Joule heating) do not influence the mechanisms at the base of particle welding, in particular surface
diffusion. For these reasons it seems that FS can be more correctly classified as Electric Current-Assisted Sintering (ECAS) rather than a Field-Assisted Sintering. Conversely, a very huge effect of electric field/current application can be observed when the flash event is reproduced, allowing a very rapid densification (few seconds) at very low furnace temperature[6–8,24,68,76]. Therefore, the electric field/current effect on the I stage of sintering is in general very moderate, while it becomes more relevant when describing the II and III stage. In fact, until a relevant current density is reached the field effect are limited.

At this point a good question is: “Is the Joule heating observed during the flash event enough for justifying a so rapid densification?”. A definitive answer regarding this point has not been achieved and unanimously accepted yet by the scientific community, also considering how difficult is to obtain a precise measure of sample temperature during the flash event.

What is pretty sure is that at least a partial contribution of Joule effect on densification can be pointed out. However, Raj showed that the temperature reached during flash sintering are much lower when compared with what would be expected from the measured sintering rate during flash sintering[65]. In particular he showed that 3YSZ during FS is densified in ~3.6 s, while conventional sintering processes requires soaking time of ~1 h (3600 s) at 1450°C. This means that during the flash event the sintering rate is ~1000 times higher than in conventional processes.

Hence, using the sintering equations and assuming different activation energy for densification it is possible to extrapolate the temperature that would be needed for a such rapid densification. Raj estimated this temperature close to 1900°C (Figure 11); much higher than the sample temperature estimated using Eq. 10 which was approximately 1250°C[65]. Such temperature estimation is consistent with the temperature measured from lattice expansion via XRD, which results just above 1200°C when power dissipation of about 1000 W/mm² is achieved in the III stage of FS.
Figure 11: Sintering rate as a function of sample temperature using different activation energy for densification. $T_1$ is the specimen temperature estimated using Eq.10; $T_2$ is the temperature needed for justifying the observed sintering rates[65].

On these bases, being the sintering rate proportional to the defect population, a mechanism based on field-induced Frenkel pairs formation was developed[6,38–41,62]. However, up to now quite poor experimental evidences have been recorded supporting this theory. Additionally, what it seems is that the enhanced sintering rates are more current-induced than field-induced. In fact, until the current is low there are no significant field effect on sintering, like it has been pointed out by Cologna et al. in the early stages of FS[75]. Whereas, during the flash event when the current starts to flow, and the field decreases, differences between the conventional sintering and flash sintering can be pointed out, even considering Joule heating[65].

A second “unconventional” mechanism that could explain the densification is based on the assumption that the material can be partially reduced during the flash sintering process. This mechanism is mainly focused on oxide ceramics treated
using DC field. The possibility of the formation of a partially reduced oxide during DC flash sintering experiments has been for the first time pointed out by Muccillo et al. in 2011 [47] and it has been in detail discussed by Down in 2013 [9]. Narayan states that the partial reduction of the oxide would lead to the formation of discharged oxygen vacancies; that are characterized by a lower activation energy for diffusion [29]. Additionally the reduction of the oxidation state of cations can influence their mobility during flash sintering [48, 49]; the result is coherent also with grain growth enhancement measured in reducing atmosphere [50, 51].

One last point deserves to be analyzed when discussing about densification during flash sintering. This point is focused on the concept that the sintering rate during flash sintering cannot be easily compared with conventional processes. This is due to the fact that the heating rates are completely different: according to Grasso et al. the heating rate during the flash event could reach $10^4 \, ^\circ\text{C/min}$ [13], $\sim 3$ order of magnitude higher than in conventional process.

The heating rate effect on sintering becomes very important if the activation energy for the densification is higher than the activation energy for grain coarsening; this resulting in the fact that densification needs higher temperature for being activated with respect to grain growth (Figure 12). In this case a fast heating process, like during FS, allows to reach high temperature, where the densification is activated, without significant prior grain coalescence. This leads to the extremely high densification kinetics as a result of the fact that the sintering rates are proportional to $1/G^n$, where $G$ is the grain size and $n$ an exponent depending from the densification mechanisms and usually ranging between 3 and 4 [3]. Therefore, by some point of view FS resembles the so called fast firing [3, 77]: a firing process, yet applied to different ceramics [78–80], in which the ceramic specimen is introduced in a pre-heated furnace and subjected to a very fast heating.
Figure 12: Qualitative behavior for sintering rate and grain coarsening under the assumption that the activation energy for the latter is lower. One can observe that at high temperature densification is enhanced, while at low temperature grain coarsening is more fast. In this case we assume that the sample temperature is homogeneous (grain boundary and grain core are at the same temperature).

The densification obtained during flash sintering is accompanied by a microstructural evolution, similarly to what happens during conventional sintering. In this case much different results were proposed. Ghosh et al. [35] reported that the application of an E-field, without reproducing the flash event, allows a retardation in grain coalescence. Other authors showed that via flash sintering it is possible to obtain dense materials with grains in the sub-micrometric or nanometric scale [6,32–34,81] or it would be possible to arrest abnormal grain growth[58]. However, this could be very likely attributed to the short treating time. As an example in Figure 13 is reported a micrographs of a well sintered GDC tape casted specimen densified by flash sintering with a very limited grain size.
Conversely, Naik et al. studied the effect of a prolonged dwelling time in the III stage of FS on the microstructure evolution of alumina, zirconia and composites [82]. They suggested that during the flash event the activation energy for grain growth do not change significantly; nevertheless, the grain growth is enhanced compared with conventional sintering. Thus, they suggested that this could be related to an increase of defect population. Also other authors observed abnormal grain growth in field-assisted processes [83].

The results in direct current are quite complex. In fact, microstructural asymmetry was reported when comparing anode and cathode of flash sintering specimens. Qin[48] and Kim et al.[49], working with 3YSZ, observed that the grain size at the cathode is much larger than in other parts of the material (Figure 14). This has been attributed to the fact that close to the cathode the material could be partially reduced as a result of an electrolytic reaction pushing electrons in the ceramic, reducing the

**Figure 13:** SEM micrograph of a dense flash sintered GDC specimen with sub-micrometric grain size. Taken from [34].
oxidation state of the cations. This would decrease the energy barrier for diffusion and enhance, locally, grain boundary mobility[48,49].

Figure 14: SEM micrograph on a 8YSZ flash sintered specimen showing a strong microstructure asymmetry (24 h at 1250°C, 50 A/cm²). Taken from [49].

Surprisingly, completely different results were reported by Zhang et al. [15] who observed abnormal grain growth at the anode when working with ZnO [15]. They explained such a behavior assuming that cation vacancies could be formed at the anode according to:

\[ 2e' + \frac{1}{2} O_2 \rightarrow O^x + V''_{Zn} \]  

(11)

\[ 2e' + V'_{Zn} \rightarrow V''_{Zn} \]  

(12)

These reactions increase the cation vacancy population at the anode and, being cation diffusion controlling grain growth rate, this results in a faster grain coarsening. However, in a recent work carried out on flash sintered zinc oxide it has been shown, via catholuminescence, that the main defect introduced by flash sintering in the crystal structure are anionic vacancies [84]. Zhang and co-workers also reported that this asymmetry is much reduced when a liquid phase is added for promoting sintering[15].

An indirect observation of the microstructure, especially the grain boundary structure, has been carried out in flash sintered YSZ specimens using impedance
spectroscopy. However, the reported data are contradictory. Du et al. reported that both bulk and grain boundary impedance response are similar in conventional and flash sintered specimens[85]. M’Peko et al. suggested that in flash sintered sample the grain boundary thickness is lower and characterized by higher defect concentration than in conventional materials [86]. Finally, they have shown that the specific grain boundary conductivity is higher in flash sintered specimen. Results consistent with those provided by M’Peko were observed also by Liu and coworkers[87]. These results could be explained based on the theory of Frenkel pairs nucleation. However, the partial reduction of the oxide, increasing oxygen vacancy population, is also coherent and probably it provides a better explanation. In fact, Du et al. have carried out FS using AC field which do not lead to any reduction, so they have found strong affinities between flash sintered and conventionally sintered YSZ. Conversely, M’Peko, Liu and coworkers carried out a DC flash sintering experiment; which lead, even in short treating time to a modification of the material structure.

1.4.3 Electrical behavior

The electrical resistivity drop is one of the main characteristic of the flash event. This results in a non-Arrhenius behavior when plotting conductivity or electrical power dissipation vs. the inverse of furnace temperature. This behavior was been observed on different materials as shown in Figure 15.

The Arrhenius behavior in Figure 15 is represented by the region where the power dissipation follows a straight line (low temperature, right side of the plots); however, when the onset condition for flash sintering is reached, an abrupt increase in power dissipation is observed and electrical conductivity rises.

Raj pointed out that this deviation always happens in a quite narrow specific power dissipation range (10 - 50 mW/mm³), even changing the tested material and the onset furnace temperature of hundreds of Celsius degrees[88]. This confirms that power dissipation and Joule heating are very likely the trigger for the flash. However, Raj has also concluded that Joule heating is a necessary condition for the flash event, but not sufficient[88]. The interpretation of the electrical data during flash sintering are quite difficult since it would be necessary an accurate estimation of the
sample temperature, which is not yet possible. In addition, a general conclusion cannot be drawn because in each material different conduction mechanisms are activated. Nevertheless, some attempts were done; but the published results are not in agreement each other’s.

![Furnace Temperature, °C](image)

**Figure 15:** Power dissipation as a function of the inverse of furnace temperature for different materials. The furnace heating rate was 10°C/min and the sample geometry was dog bone-like, the span between electrode was 20 mm and the cross section approximately 3x 1.6 mm². Taken from [88].

Yoshida et al. studied the conductivity of Y₂O₃ during the DC flash experiment using a pyrometer for measuring the sample temperature[69]. They pointed out that the activation energy for conduction remains unchanged during the flash, suggesting that no different conduction mechanisms get activated. However, they have also observed that during FS the conductivity rises more than what would be expected from the temperature measurements (the difference is in the order of a factor ~ 3). Therefore, they concluded that it is possible that Joule heating alone could not explain the conductivity evolution and other athermal effects (i.e. defect generation) can be pointed out. Raj[65] estimated the activation energy for conduction (Q) in 3YSZ during the flash using the data from AC experiments reported in [13]. He calculated Q for conduction to be only 0.46 eV; much lower than the activation energy for ionic conduction. Thus, he suggested that during the flash the conductivity is mainly electronic. Nevertheless, also the band gap for electron promotion in YSZ is
much higher than the measured value for activation energy [89–91]. Jha et al. reported a decrease of the activation energy for conduction in titania from 1.6 eV to 0.6 eV, before and after a DC flash, respectively. They have also concluded that this decrease is due to the activation of electronic conduction in the flash state. Du et al. measured the electrical behavior of 8YZS during the steady stage of FS in AC, taking in account also of the porosity evolution during the process. They have found that the material, even in the flash state, does not deviate significantly from the expected Arrhenius behavior. So, they have concluded that FS is process mainly driven by Joule heating.

Literature results on this point are often controversial. What it is possible to suggest, at least in DC is that a partial reduction of the material can take place rising electronic conductivity and lowering the activation energy for conduction. A reduction of Q, increasing the conductivity with respect to the stoichiometric oxide, has already been observed in partially reduced YSZ[43]. The fact that Du et al. observed a more conventional behavior can be due to the application of a AC field, which do not lead to oxide reduction.

1.4.4 Light emission

Light emission is a key point, always observed during the flash event. We can find a first report about this argument in a paper by Muccillo et al. [92]. They showed a strong correlation between the photoemission in YSZ and SnO₂ and the electric current flow. They suggested that such a phenomenon could be related to antiparticle gaseous discharge. More recently, photoemission spectra have been recorded on different materials in the UV/VIS region: YSZ[18], SrTiO₃, KNO₃ and SrTiO₃/ KNO₃ composites [20]. The authors suggest that such a phenomenon is related to electroluminescence[18,20], being a result of electron-hole generation and recombination during flash sintering[18]. Nevertheless, no further information are provided indicating which electronic transitions are at the base of the phenomenon. In addition, if we compare the spectra obtained on different materials (Figure 16), we can observe that they are pretty similar. If the light emission was due to electroluminescence it would indeed depend from the electronic structure of the
material; thus, we would expect that different materials generate different spectra. This has not yet been observed during flash sintering.

![Figure 16: UV/VIS photoemission spectra obtained on YSZ using different current limit (a) [18] and on strontium titanate, potassium niobate and their composites (b) [20].](image)

Also NIR light emission was measured during flash sintering of YSZ [17]. The authors highlighted the presence of two luminescence peaks at ~1175 and ~2250 nm, as shown in Figure 17(a). They stated that this spectrum is not compatible with the Black Body Radiation (BBR); hence, they provided an interpretation based on electroluminescence. The authors also argued that this can be linked to the Frenkel pairs formation: the defect would be ionized in neutral vacancies and interstitials forming electron-holes; those recombination allows the photoemission. Generally speaking, it seems strange that electronic transition could emit light in the IR; being their transition usually much more energetic [93][89]. We should also consider that each body, if heated, starts to emit light as a result of the well-known thermal radiation, based on black body [94]. Often the photoemission is scaled from the theoretical BBR of a factor called spectral emissivity, which is a function of the wavelength. Therefore, the light emitted can present features different from that would be expected by the black body theory. Figure 17(b) compares the theoretical emission (BBR) and the measured one for a single crystal of 13.5YSZ [95]. It is possible to notice that for low wavelength the differences between the two spectra are very strong and some peaks can be observed. So, we cannot exclude that what
was measured during flash sintering of YSZ is just a result of the combination of BBR and a spectral-dependent emissivity. The spectra in Figure 17(a) can be also compared with the Nernst glower emission; however, very poor correspondence can be find with the Nernst lamp spectra reported in [96].

Finally we can observe, from Figure 17(a) that the relative intensity of the two peak changes with the estimated sample temperature: the spectra obtained at low temperature present a relatively stronger signal at ~2250 nm, whereas those obtained at higher temperature show a stronger peak at ~1175 nm. This would be coherent with the BBR theory: increasing sample temperature the radiation at low wavelength would grow faster.

A definitive conclusion on this point can not be drawn; however, it seems that the effect of BBR on photoemission during FS is much stronger than what until now considered.

![Figure 17: NIR light emission during flash sintering of 3YSZ (a)[17]; spectral emissivity of 13.5YSZ 1 mm thick single crystal (100) at 1000°C (b)[95].](image)

### 1.4.5 Textures and new phases

Textures and new phase formation was observed only on few materials during DC flash sintering; therefore, we cannot state that are a characteristic of flash sintering. Nevertheless, the results on this argument are very interesting and it deserves to be cited. Texture formation during the flash sintering was described by Jha et al. on
titania[21]. They reported that when the field was switched on the relative intensity of the diffraction peaks immediately changes, and quickly disappears when the field was switched off. The fact that the transformation is not time dependent suggest that it is not based on diffusion, but it is likely related to local atoms displacement from their original position. The results were explained assuming that field-induced crystal defects get formed and they segregate forming clusters on preferential crystallographic orientations.

Lebrun et al. have studied the formation of a new pseudo-cubic second phase during the III stage of flash sintering of YSZ[22]. They concluded that this phase formation can not be due to the Joule heating. In this case the formation of the new phase is time dependent, suggesting that it is based on nucleation and growth phenomena and on atomic diffusion. If the flash experiments are repeated the peak of this new phase gets stronger, this being probably related to some residual effect of the flashes on the structure (like crystallographic defects or nuclei of the pseudo-cubic phase)[22]. The interpretation of such results is still not completely clarified. For instance it would be interesting to understand if these effects are field or current induced. In our opinion this point is yet not clear being the phenomena observed in the III stage of FS when a significant current flows in the system. Additionally, a comparison with AC flash sintering could shade some light on the process.

1.5 Materials densified by flash sintering

Starting from 2010, different ceramic materials have been subjected to flash sintering (Table II). These materials are characterized by a wide range of electrical properties: ionic conductors, protonic, cationic and electronic conductors, insulators, composites, semiconductors. Both oxide and covalent ceramics, have been successfully densified by FS.

### Table II: Flash sintered ceramics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxides</th>
<th>Non-Oxide Ceramics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
We can say that the only constraints that the material should satisfy for being subjected to flash sintering are:
i. The material should have a negative resistivity temperature coefficient. This allows an increase of current flow when the specimen is heated, triggering the thermal runaway.

ii. The material should be enough conductive in order to generate the power dissipation needed for triggering flash sintering.

Recently, this technology was extended to glasses. McLaren et al.[119] have shown that the flash event can be generated in alkali-silicate glasses, with strong photoemission, resistivity drop and Joule heating. In this case an abrupt drop in glass viscosity is also observed (Figure 18); therefore, they named the process “electric field-induced softening”.

Such result is very interesting and it has opened new application fields for field-assisted processes. In fact, it deserves to be pointed out that a large variety of advanced ceramics and almost all traditional ones are sintered with the addition of a glassy phase, which provides a liquid at high temperature, responsible for liquid phase sintering mechanisms. The combined effect of electric field-induced softening and flash sintering can be a new research field for ceramists.

On these bases, in 2015 Gonzalez-Julian et al. studied the effect of a moderate field on the sintering behavior of a calcium-aluminum-silicate glass-containing alumina[120]. They concluded that the field application accelerate the densification of the ceramic; nevertheless, the moderate field application do not reproduced the flash event in almost all the cases.
1.6 Flash sintering and related technologies

In this section the application of flash sintering to geometries different from those usually studied are analyzed (Figure 3) together with other technologies based on similar processes.

1.6.1 Flash sintering of tape casted layers

Flash sintering was applied to tape casted ceramic layers, with possible application in the field of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC). In particular, nanograinened GDC tape was densified by flash sintering[34]. The material resulted well densified with grain size well below 1 μm.

Francis et al. sintered a anode-electrolyte multilayer for SOFC. The multilayer was constituted by NiO/YSZ anode and cubic zirconia electrolytes. The multilayer was densified at furnace temperatures lower than 1000°C. The electrolyte microstructure
was dense with limited closed porosity, whereas the anode was still porous. Such microstructure is the ideal one for this kind of application. Additionally, they showed that flash sintering obviate the problems related to constrained sintering, consistently with other experimental findings [108]. The result were attributed to the Frenkel pairs generation within the grains that would allow a faster relaxation of the shear stresses. For details see [108]. Nevertheless, one can also suggest a partial contribution of creep stress relaxation due to the very limited grain size obtained during the densification by flash sintering.

### 1.6.2 Travelling electrodes

Probably, current concentration along preferential paths is one of the main problems observed in flash sintering experiments. In fact, current concentration is responsible for inhomogeneous microstructure [27]. This is indeed limiting an industrial application of this technology.

Today, continuous flash sintering systems are being developed. These involve rolling or sliding electrodes moving with respect to the green specimen. In this case the contact between the ceramic and the electrode is virtually reduced to a line. The motion of this line on the specimen, where FS takes place, allows the densification of quite large pieces. A possible problem related to this technology consists in the fact that an interface between a sintered (shrunk) and a not sintered (not shrunk) part is formed; thus, the differential deformation could produce damages in the green body. However, in May 2015 a first industrial application of FS has been demonstrated by the UK company Lucideon: they were able to sinter a whiteware floor tile 15 x 15 cm\(^2\) at a temperature \(\sim 500^\circ\text{C}\) lower than the conventional one[57].

### 1.6.3 Hyper-flash and double flash

Steil and co-workers named hyper-flash a flash sintering process with very limited soaking time in current control (1-2 s)[73]. In this way the system does not have time for reaching the equilibrium condition typical of the III stage of flash sintering. In hyper-flash experiments usually very high power peak are used, in the order of 1000 mW/mm\(^3\) or more, this for ensuring a very fast heating process within a short time. Hyper-flash experiments can be repeated to enhance densification. In this case the
process is defined as double-flash and it has been proven to easily lead to full densification in 8YZS[73].

1.6.4 Contactless Flash Sintering (CFS)

In 2015, Saunders and co-workers developed the so called Contactless Flash Sintering (CFS)[114]. This technology allows to reproduce flash sintering using electrodes that are not in touch with the ceramic specimen. For this purpose plasma electrodes were used as shown in the sketch in Figure 19. The arc plasma carries the current, through electrons and ion motion, form the electrodes to the specimen. Being the sample in series with the arcs in Figure 19, the current is also forced to flow within the ceramic, reproducing the flash event. Therefore, the ceramic is heated both for the contact with the hot plasma and for an internal heat generation by Joule effect. The obtained heating rates in CFS are extremely high, approaching 20,000°C/min[114]. This technology was applied to SiC, B$_4$C and SiC/ B$_4$C composites. The results have shown an optimal densification for B$_4$C and SiC/B$_4$C composites in few seconds (~ 3 sec). Conversely, pure SiC has reached lower density. This has been attributed to sublimation/condensation of SiC close to the pores (T > 2000°C)[114]. The formation of SiC vapours, constitute by Si, Si$_2$C, SiC$_2$, leads also to the growth of particular oriented structures. In fact, platelets SiC crystals have been observed in contactless flash sintered specimens; their growth has been attributed to physical vapor transport mechanisms[112].

The main advantages of contactless flash sintering consist in the fact that the material is not contaminated by the physical contact with the electrodes and no conductive pastes are needed to reduce the contact resistance. In addition, this system can be employed for developing a continuous sintering process by sliding the specimen with respect to the plasma arc [114]. One can also observe that the extremely high heating rate achieved in CFS are suitable for densified metastable or out of equilibrium materials.
1.6.5 Flash Spark Plasma Sintering (FSPS)

Several attempts have been done for bridging the gap between flash sintering and other field-assisted technology like SPS. In particular, some papers have been focused on the possibility to use SPS machines for reproducing the flash event. In this way it would be possible to couple flash sintering with pulsed current and pressure application.

In 2014 Grasso and co-workers published the first work on the so called Flash Spark Plasma Sintering (FSPS)[117]. The same machine used for SPS is used also for FSPS treatments. The basic difference between the two technologies is that the latter does not employ a graphite mold. The sample is just placed between the two graphite punches and the current is forced to flow through the ceramic, allowing the flash event. In FSPS experiments extreme heating rates are reached ($10^4 - 10^6$ °C/min), so the obtained material might have characteristics far different from the equilibrium ones[121]. If the material is too resistive at low temperature for ensuring the current flow, a graphite felt can be placed between the punches in order to preheat the sample at temperatures at which it becomes conductive. Unlike the
conventional FS experiments, FSPS is a pressure-assisted technology. For this reason, the specimens are usually pre-sintered in order to ensure a sufficient mechanical strength.

FSPS is a very attractive technology basically for two reasons:

i. It allows to produce quite large (tens of grams) crack and defect free samples[117]. The sample dimension is actually one of the main limitations of FS, that is at least partially overcome by FSPS.

ii. It allows a drastic reduction of processing time (98%) and energy consumption (95%) with respect to conventional SPS[117].

In the last two years many papers have shown the applicability of FSPS at different materials: ZrB$_2$[117], SiC[111][116], magnetic materials [122], B$_4$C [123], YSZ[97], TiB$_2$[121], Mg$_2$Si [121]. Particular interest has been risen about flash SPS of SiC-based materials. In fact, it has been shown that during the process strongly oriented microstructures are formed Figure 20, as a result of the high temperature gradients formed between the core of the specimen and the graphite punches[110]. These gradients allow crystals growth via Physical Vapor Transport: SiC sublime where the temperature is higher and condensate where the material is colder.

The flash event has been reproduced in an SPS machine also by Zapata-Solvas and co-workers. They do not remove the die like in a typical FSPS experiments, but they forced the current to flow in the specimen using insulating alumina felt placed between the graphite die and the punches[11].
Figure 20: Textured SiC obtained by flash spark plasma sintering. Taken from [110].

1.6.6 Field-Assisted Sintering Technique (FAST)

FAST is a sintering technology where the sintering process takes place under an electric field application. Also, SPS is a kind of FAST. Nevertheless, when dealing with flash sintering experiments it is usually referred to a sintering regime that do not show the flash event. Therefore, in FAST regime the field is too low for reproducing the power needed for the thermal runaway.

Although, FS is not observed and Joule heating is substantially negligible the field application enhances the densification. In Figure 21 the two sintering regime are highlighted. If the field exceed 60 V/cm FS is observed with an almost instantaneous densification. In the case of lower field strength FAST takes place[6]. In FAST regime the densification can be anticipated of ~200°C with respect to conventional process. This behavior, observed both using AC and DC field, has been attributed to the delayed grain growth observed in zirconia under weak electric field[124][125]. In fact, smaller grains accelerate densification according to the well-known sintering mechanisms[3].
1.6.7 Flash reactions

Flash sintering has been applied to composite powder compacts that upon sintering react forming new phases by solid state reactions. In particular the alumina-titania system has been studied, showing that an aluminum-titanate (Al$_2$TiO$_5$) is formed during the III stage of flash sintering[126]. The authors estimated the specimen temperature measuring the cell parameter by diffraction, demonstrating that a complete conversion to Al$_2$TiO$_5$ can be obtained in 5 min at 1250°C. A conventional treatment at such a temperature would need 300 min or more for completing the reaction[126]. Therefore, the results suggest that the electric field application enhances the reaction kinetics of ~ 60 times.
2 Aim of the work

Up to date, the research on flash sintering has been mainly focused on ionic and electronic conductors and on semiconductors. Only one work has investigated the flash sintering behavior of insulating materials like high purity and MgO-doped alumina [39]. Nevertheless, many technical ceramics (i.e. refractories, high temperature materials...) are resistive. This represents an evident lack in the scientific knowledge of this process.

Another point that has not been deeply investigated yet is the flash sintering behavior of materials constituted by the simultaneous presence of a crystalline and glassy phase. Such materials represents the larger part of ceramics market: many advanced ceramics are sintered with the addition of a glass for promoting liquid phase sintering, while all the traditional ceramics are characterized by a vitrification process upon sintering. Additionally, the recent findings on Electric Field-Induced Softening has increased the scientific interest on this topic.

In the present work, we tried to fill part of these two gaps. At first, we studied the flash sintering behavior of a resistive technical ceramic like alumina, which is widely used in many applications as pointed out by the huge world production exceeding 50 million tons per year[127]. Flash sintering experiments were carried out on commercially pure alumina CT3000SG (99.8% pure), manufactured by ALCOA. Then, we extended our analysis to a common mixed system containing both crystalline (alumina) and glassy (magnesia silicate glass) phase. The experimental and analytical activity was carried out with the aim to clarify and understand some of the several mechanisms behind flash sintering.

The aim of this work is therefore to extend the application fields of flash sintering to two widely diffuse ceramic systems and to deepen the mechanisms involved in the process.
3 Experimental procedures

3.1 Materials and samples preparation

In this work, low soda reactive $\alpha$-alumina from ALMATIS - CT3000SG, 99.8% pure, was used. The nominal composition of the powder is reported in Table III. The powder is characterized by $d_{50} = 600$ nm and a specific surface area of $7.8 \text{ m}^2/\text{g}$. Such alumina powder is commercially available and widely used because of its good sinterability. At the same time it seems suitable for flash sintering experiments because of the presence of several impurities, which may enhance electrical conductivity. Higher purity alumina has already been subjected to FS experiments pointing out that they are too resistive for triggering the flash event[39]. A more detailed discussion of the material composition and its effect on flash sintering, compared with previous experimental results [39], is reported in “4.1.1 Densification behavior and microstructural evolution”.

Table III: Nominal composition of the alumina powder used in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[wt%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$</td>
<td>99.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na$_2$O</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The magnesia-silicate glass-containing specimens were obtained by mixing alumina (ALMATIS CT3000SG) with glass powder obtained via sol-gel method. For this purpose TEOS (Sigma Aldrich) and magnesium nitrate hexahydrate (Sigma Aldrich) were used as precursors of silica and magnesia, respectively. TEOS and magnesium nitrate were dissolved in isopropyl alcohol. Then, an aqueous solution containing 10% NH$_4$OH was added, allowing TEOS hydrolysis. The suspension was dried overnight in oven at 100°C. The obtained powder were mixed with alumina and ball
milled in isopropyl alcohol using alumina spheres for 3 h. The suspension was then
dried and calcined in a muffle furnace (Nabertherm P180) under static air
atmosphere using heating rate of 10°C/min up to 750°C and dwell time of 30 min.
The nominal composition of the obtained material was: 90 wt% Al₂O₃, 8wt% SiO₂
and 2 wt% MgO. Hence, the glass load in the material was 10 wt% and the
composition was 80 wt% silica and 20 wt% magnesia.
For comparison, following the same procedures, also high purity silica glass was
obtained and added to alumina. In this case the nominal composition of the material
was 90 wt% Al₂O₃, 10 wt% SiO₂.
The three different powder (pure alumina, magnesia-silicate and pure silica-
containing alumina) were then mixed with some water as a binder (6 – 7 wt%). The
specimens were shaped by uniaxial pressing in dog bone shape at 120 MPa, using
the geometry reported in Figure 22. The sample thickness varies from 2.8 to 3.3 mm.
The chosen geometry was substantially the same of that used in many flash
sintering experiments like those reported in Figure 15; unless the sample thickness
used in the present work was slightly higher.
Two platinum wires were forced into the holes on the opposite side of the dog bone
(Figure 22) and act as electrodes. In order to improve the contact between the metal
wires and the ceramic a conductive paste was added. In almost all the cases a
platinum paste (Sigma Aldrich) was used. Also silver paste (Agar Scientific) and
carbon cement (Plano GMBH) were used for comparison. Pastes different form Pt
were used in some experiments (as reported in Section “4.1.5 Electrode Material
Effect”).
The platinum electrodes were connected to a DC power supply (Glassman EW series 5 kV–120 mA) and to a digital multimeter (Keithley 2100). In this way it has been possible to record voltage and current at 1 Hz.

### 3.2 Experimental set-up n. 1

Constant heating rate flash sintering experiments were carried out using the experimental set-up reported in Figure 23. In the following we will refer to this set-up as “Experimental set-up n. 1”. In this case, the specimen was placed in a dilatometer (Linseis L75) and heated up at 20°C/min. The shrinkage of the sample and the furnace temperature were recorded at 1 Hz. The DC power supply (Glassman EW series 5 kV–120 mA) was switched on when the temperature, read by a thermocouple close to the sample, reaches 300-350°C; allowing a complete evaporation of the water used as binder before the application of the electric tension.
Figure 23: Experimental set-up for constant heating rate experiments.

The system starts to work in voltage control in the range 250 – 1500 V/cm. After the flash event the system switches in current control and the current was let to flow in the specimen for 2 min. After that the power supply and the furnace were shut down. Currents in the range 0.6 – 7 mA/mm² were used for the experiments. The electrical parameters (current and tension) were recorded using a digital multimeter (Keithley 2100). Current density, field and specific power dissipation were calculated taking in account of the actual sample size (assuming isotropic shrinkage). If these values are calculated with respect the green body dimension they are defined in the text as “nominal”.

3.3 Experimental set-up n. 2

The experimental set-up used for isothermal experiments is reported in Figure 24. In this case the sample were subjected to a pre-sintering cycle prior to the flash sintering experiments. Different pre-sintering temperatures were chosen for alumina sample in order to check the effect of the residual porosity on the flash sintering behavior of the material: 1250, 1350, 1450 and 1550°C. The pre-sintering cycle was operated in a muffle furnace (Nabertherm) using an heating rate of 10°C/min and soaking time of 2 h.
After presintering, the specimens were connected by two platinum wires to a DC power supply (Glassman EW series 5 kV–120 mA) and to a digital multimeter (Keithley 2100). The specimen was then introduced in a pre-heated tubular furnace (Nabertherm P330) at 1200°C and subjected to flash sintering using different combination of E and J.

An optical fiber was placed on the bottom of the furnace for recording the optical emission spectra during the flash event. For this purpose two different spectrometer were used: NIR 512 and USB4000 for the NIR and UV/VIS region, respectively. The data in the UV/VIS were recorded using an integration time of 3.8 ms, whereas in the NIR the integration time was fixed in 10 ms. The optical response of the system was properly corrected using a calibration lamp (Avantes, HD2000).

Using this experimental set-up the electrical conductivity of alumina pre-sintered at different temperature was measured at 1200°C using field in the range 500-1500 V/cm.

Figure 24: Experimental set-up for isothermal flash sintering experiments.
3.4 Conventional Sintering

Conventional sintering processes were operated in order to study the densification and grain growth phenomena without the field/current effect. These experiments were operated using cylindrical pellets (diameter 13 mm, thickness ~3 mm), shaped by uniaxial pressing at 120 MPa. The samples were sintered in a muffle furnace (static air atmosphere). The heating rate for all the experiments was 10°C/min. Different soaking time and maximum temperatures were employed in the different experiments (reported in the text).

3.5 Characterization

3.5.1 Microstructure

The microstructure of the sintered specimens was characterized by SEM micrographs, using JEOL 5500 and Jeol IT300. The microstructure was studied on fracture surface and free surfaces. The grain size measured using the linear intercept method and repeating the measurement 12 times. In the case of glass-containing specimens, micrographs were taken also on polished and polished/HF-etched surfaces. The etching was carried out using 10% HF water solution for 25 s.

3.5.2 Phase analysis

The mineralogical analysis was carried out by XRD on monolithic sintered specimen using Italstructures IPD3000 diffractometer and Cu Kα as X-ray source (exited with 30 mA- 40 kV). A multilayer monochromator was used to suppress kβ radiation. The spectra were collected by means of an Inel CPS120 detector. The measurement time was 20 min. The spectra were studied in the 2θ range from 10 to 70°. The peak position were identified using the following PDF files: corundum 00-046-1212, spinel 00-021-1152, mullite 00-015-0776, silicon 00-027-1402.

3.5.3 Density measurement

The density of sintered specimens was measured by the Archimedes’ method, according to ASTM C 830 – 00 (2006) standard. An analytical balance Gibertini with sensitivity 0.0001 g was used. The standard allows to calculate both the bulk density (mass/geometric volume) and the open porosity percentage (volume of open
pores/geometric volumeX100). The volume of the open pores is estimated by the weight difference between the dry sample and the sample impregnated with water.

3.5.4 XPS

XPS analysis were performed on alumina specimens in order to analyze possible reduction reactions taking place in the oxide during the flash sintering process. For this test Kratos AXIS Ultra XPS machine was used with Al Kα (1486.6 eV ) X-ray source.

3.5.5 Photoluminescence spectroscopy

The sintered alumina samples were studied by photoluminescence spectroscopy using an excitation radiation of 300 nm and recording the light emitted from the sample in the range 320-500 nm. The spectra were obtained using the instrument Jasco FP6300equipped with a 150 W Xe lamp. All the spectra were collected with a bandwidth of 5 nm.
4 Results and Discussion

Part of this chapter has been published in:


4.1 Flash sintering of alumina

4.1.1 Densification behavior and microstructural evolution

The results described in this section are referred to the experimental set-up n. 1, using platinum electrodes.

Figure 25 shows the dilatometric curves obtained by applying different combinations of field strength and current density during the heating process. First of all, one can
observe that the FS event can be reproduced using $E \geq 500\text{V/cm}$; while the sample treated with 250 V/cm is characterized by a sintering behavior very similar to the conventionally sintered specimen (0 V/cm). Hence, we can state that flash sintering can be efficaciously applied to commercially-pure corundum if the field exceeds 500 V/cm. The onset temperature for flash sintering is mainly controlled by the applied field and it progressively decreases by increasing the field strength (Figure 25). It is quite interesting to observe that, using 1500 V/cm, the material densifies at temperature slightly higher than 900°C.

In general, FS temperature measured in this work is 120 - 230°C lower than that recorded by Cologna on 0.25 wt% MgO-doped alumina (using the same field strength and similar sample geometry)[39]. This result is quite surprising considering that in the present work we used coarser powder ($d_{50}=600$ nm, $d_{90}=3000$ nm compared to 100 - 300 nm in[39]) coarser powder being typically responsible for delayed FS phenomenon[62]. Thus, the reasons of the observed behavior shall be identified in the powder composition. Although the total amount of impurities present in the powder used by Cologna et al. is slightly higher (0.25 wt% respect to 0.20 wt%) and seem to correspond to MgO only; conversely, in the present work, the powder is characterized by the presence of different cations (Mg$^{2+}$, Ca$^{2+}$, Si$^{4+}$, Fe$^{3+}$, Na$^{+}$). This is suggesting that the simultaneous presence of different chemicals allows to increase alumina conductivity leading to the anticipated FS phenomenon. The reason of this behavior can be clarified if one considers that the cationic solubility in corundum is very low[128–130], the solubility of magnesia at 1720–1880 °C being only 75–175 ppm[130]. This means that almost all magnesia present in the powder used here and by Cologna is not in solid solution and forms a second resistive phase (periclase or spinel) that does not enhance the conductivity of the system. The simultaneous addition of different chemicals should form a saturated solid solution for each cation; thus it is reasonable to suggest that in this way the total amount of Al$^{3+}$ substituted by aliovalent ions is higher when compared with a system containing only magnesia. The substitution of Al$^{3+}$ with other ions is at the base of conduction in corundum, increasing both ionic and electronic conduction. Elements with valence lower than 3 (like Mg$^{2+}$, Ca$^{2+}$) act as electron acceptors [1,131] and promote the formation of oxygen vacancies[131–133], while elements with higher valence (like
Si^{4+}) act as electron donors [1,131] and promote the formation of aluminum vacancies[133].

Figure 25 points out also that the current limit is the key parameter controlling the sintering rate (i.e. the slope of the dilatometric curve) and the densification. In fact, by increasing the nominal current density much higher linear shrinkage is obtained upon sintering. This can be accounted by the relation between sample temperature and power dissipation (Eq. 10); in fact, during the third stage of FS the system is working in J control and the specific power dissipation is increasing with J.

The samples treated with 500 and 750 V/cm show two main shrinkage events. First, while the system is in voltage control, the dilatometric curves present a downward concavity (as observed also during the conventional sintering processes); but, once the current limit is reached, the concavity of the curves turns upward and FS take place. One can observe in Figure 25 that these samples are already partially shrunk (~2 - 5 %) when the concavity changes; so the densification phenomena are already activated when FS happens. This has an effect on the final density of the sintered body as it will be shown later on. The first part of the shrinkage (downward concavity) is partially due to thermal and field-assisted sintering mechanisms. In fact, well before the flash event and the current limit reaching, the specimens treated with 500 – 750 V/cm are shrinking more than that conventionally treated (0 V/cm). Their dilatometric plots cannot be explained only as a result of the heating process, but a partial contribution of the field on the densification should be highlighted. This behavior resemble the FAST regime described extensively in YSZ under moderate E-Field, where the enhanced densification is explained as a result of the field induced lowering of the grain growth rate[6,124,125].
Figure 25: Dilatometric curves obtained using different fields (250 - 1500 V/cm) and nominal current limits of 2 (a), 4 (b) and 6 mA/mm$^2$ (c). Modified from [55]. Modified from [55].
A different behavior can be observed at higher fields (1000 – 1500 V/cm), the current limit being reached when the furnace is at a temperature lower than 1050°C and FS accounting for almost overall densification.

The density measurements on the sintered samples are reported in Figure 26. It can be easily observed that the material become denser by increasing the current limit, coherently with the dilatometric curves reported in Figure 25. If the current limit is high, the physical properties are not influenced by the field strength and the material is substantially full dense. However, in the case of lower current application the density is also partially related to E, the specimens treated with lower field (500 -750 V/cm) resulting more densified. This is behavior is based on two reasons:

i. The samples treated with low field (500 – 750 V/cm) are already partially densified via thermal/field-assisted mechanisms when the flash event happens;

ii. The samples treated with lower fields are flash sintered at higher furnace temperature and this results also in higher equilibrium sample temperature during the third stage of FS according to Eq 10.

iii. 

![Figure 26: Density (a) and open porosity (b) evolution as a function of the nominal current density. Modified from [55].](image)

The microstructural evolution was analyzed by SEM, as reported in Figure 27. The micrographs refer to fracture surfaces observed in the central part of the gage
section, where the current density can be easily calculated. One can notice that the current limit is the main parameter affecting the final microstructure of the sintered bodies, while the effect of the field strength is less marked. As expected from the previous results, the material becomes progressively denser by increasing the current limit. The grains are all equiaxial and grain growth phenomena are activated in the case of high current application. Therefore, the current application significantly influences the grain boundary mobility, especially considering that everything happens in just 2 min.

The pores location is also changing: in the case of the specimens treated with 2 mA/mm² all pores are located at the Grain Boundaries (GB) while increasing the current breakaway phenomena are observed with grain boundary-pores separation. This is an obvious result of the high grain boundary mobility in the case of high current application. Finally, the fracture mechanism is influenced by the current density and it turns from intergranular (low current) to partially transgranular (high current). This can be due to the grain boundary – pores separation: when the pores are located at the GB the fracture is intergranular and the crack propagates between the grains; but, once the pores get isolated inside the grains, the crack starts to produce cleavages and transgranular fractures. Such transition from inter to transgranular fracture has also been observed in conventionally sintered ceramics[134].

The grain size evolution is reported in Figure 28. One can observe that, according to SEM micrographs, the grain size is controlled by the current limit and the effect of the field is much less important. The plot in Figure 28 is characterized an exponential-like behavior and it was modeled considering the well-known equation for grain growth[3]:

\[ G^n = G_0^n + K_0 \exp\left(\frac{-Q}{RT}\right) t \]  

(13)

where \( G \) and \( G_0 \) are the grain size at the end and at the beginning of the process, respectively, \( K_0 \) is a pre-exponential constant related, \( Q \) the activation energy for diffusion across the grain boundary, \( R \) the universal constant, \( T \) and \( t \) the treating
temperature and time, respectively. Using a very rough approximation we can assume that the energy for atoms diffusion across the GB is proportional to the measured power dissipation during FS. However, as it will be shown in section “4.1.2 Electrical behavior” the power dissipation is nearly proportional to J; thus Eq. 13 can be reduced to:

\[ G^n = G_0^n + K_0 \exp\left(-\frac{Q}{R C J}\right) t \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where C is a constant. Moreover, the samples tested in the present work were all treated with the same dwelling time (2 min). Therefore, we can write:

\[ G^n = G_0^n + A \exp\left(-\frac{B}{J}\right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where A is a constant incorporating t and K. Finally G can be expressed as:

\[ G = \sqrt[n]{G_0^n + A \exp\left(-\frac{B}{J}\right)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Using the minimum-square method the experimental data were fitted according to:

\[ G = \sqrt[1.9]{0.41^{1.9} + 569 \exp\left(-\frac{30}{J}\right)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Although this relation was built assuming some rough approximations, it can provide a quite good prediction, at least from an empirical point of view, of the grain size evolution during flash sintering. In fact, the blue dashed line in Figure 28, which is derived from Eq. 17, well fits the experimental data.
Figure 27: SEM micrographs of flash sintered sample using different combination of E and J.
Figure 28: Grain size evolution as a function of the nominal current density, the dark-blue dashes line represent the fitting given by Eq.17.

At this point the densification and microstructural evolution of flash sintered alumina bodies have been well characterized. We can undoubtedly state that via FS it is possible to obtain dense corundum with microstructural features similar to conventionally sintered material but using treatment temperatures significantly lower (nearly 600 °C) and reduced processing times.

Now the open question is: “How much the sample temperature during flash sintering can account for the observed microstructures?” In order to answer this question we should estimate Joule heating using Eq. 10 and compare the results with what expected in conventional processes. Since the emissivity (ε) is unknown we calculate the sample temperature for three values of ε in a wide range: 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. Such value are compatible with the tabulated emissivity of alumina, generally around 0.6 [135,136]. The temperature calculation takes in account the shrinkage that occurs during the process; updating second by second the S and W_in values in Eq. 10.

The results are calculated under the following assumptions:

i. The sample thickness is considered to be the same in all the gage section;

ii. Core and surface are at the same temperature during the steady stage of FS[71];
iii. Grains and grain boundaries are at the same temperature of the bulk of the grain[37];

iv. Only the data collected in the second minute after the flash event were used in the calculation; with the purpose to be sure that the sample already reached the equilibrium temperature.

According to the assumption (ii) the sample temperature in the III stage of FS can be approximated with its surface temperature. This seems to be a reasonable approximation for two reasons. First, temperature gradients have not been observed by Lebrun et al. in the steady stage of FS on YSZ sample via XRD. They measured only a transient temperature difference between core and surface of ~ 100°C when the power dissipation overcomes 1000 mW/mm³. Such condition can be considered an extreme one: in our experiments the maximum power peck was 900 mW/mm³ and the thermal conductivity of alumina is nearly one order of magnitude higher than that of YSZ. Second, we did not observe any microstructural differences, in terms of grain size and densification, between core and sample surface.

It should also be underlined that the temperature reached at the end of the process is reasonably the higher one. First, in this stage the sample is already shrunk increasing the current density to values higher than the nominal ones. Additionally, according to the power diagram in Figure 10 the sample achieved the higher temperature during the III stage: in fact, after the power peck the electrical power is still higher than the heat dissipated by radiation until the equilibrium is reached. This behavior is confirmed by the fact that the sample decreases its resistivity after the power peck and the light emission gets stronger (4.1.3 Photoemission during Flash Sintering), consistently with a temperature increase. Hence, the temperature values discussed in the followings can be considered the higher reached during FS.

Such values for the different combination of E, J and ε are reported in Table IV. The temperatures are strongly influenced by the current limit, while the effect of the field is less important. However, as a matter of fact the temperature is generally decreasing of some tens of Celsius degrees by increasing the field from 500 to 1500 V/cm. This is due to the fact that by increasing the field the sample is flash sintered at a lower furnace temperature; hence, the specimen reaches the equilibrium at a lower temperature (Eq. 10). Much more important is the effect of the current; in fact,
increasing the current from 2 to 6 mA/mm², the sample temperature increases of 200°C or more.

**Table IV: Estimated sample temperature [°C] during the third stage of flash sintering for different emissivity values.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ε = 0.9</th>
<th>J [mA/mm²]</th>
<th>2.0</th>
<th>2.5</th>
<th>3.0</th>
<th>4.0</th>
<th>5.0</th>
<th>6.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E [V/cm]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>1459</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1223</td>
<td>1288</td>
<td>1310</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1222</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1350</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1351</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ε = 0.7</th>
<th>J [mA/mm²]</th>
<th>2.0</th>
<th>2.5</th>
<th>3.0</th>
<th>4.0</th>
<th>5.0</th>
<th>6.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E [V/cm]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1389</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1502</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>1308</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1458</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1268</td>
<td>1339</td>
<td>1395</td>
<td></td>
<td>1431</td>
<td>1480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1273</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1409</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1260</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ε = 0.5</th>
<th>J [mA/mm²]</th>
<th>2.0</th>
<th>2.5</th>
<th>3.0</th>
<th>4.0</th>
<th>5.0</th>
<th>6.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E [V/cm]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1437</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1581</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>1338</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1548</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1362</td>
<td>1288</td>
<td>1310</td>
<td></td>
<td>1530</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1343</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1511</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1344</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1507</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These values should now be compared with conventional sintering process. In order to do this, the grain growth of alumina was studied doing thermal treatments in the temperature range 1550-1630°C with soaking time of 2 - 8 h (Figure 29).
Interpolating the experimental data, the relation describing grain growth during conventional processes was determined as:

$$G = \sqrt[4.1]{0.39^{4.1} + 1.4 \times 10^{21} \exp\left(-\frac{92700}{T}\right) t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)$$

Therefore, it is possible to estimate the temperature needed at the grain boundary for obtaining the same grain size of flash sintered samples by conventional sintering process. This can be done combining Eq.18 (t = 2 min) with the grain size measured in flash sintered bodies (Figure 28). The results are summarized in Table V for sample treated with 4, 5, and 6 mA/mm²; the other specimens were not taken into account since the grain coalescence was very limited.
Table V: Estimated sample temperature ($T_s$) using Eq. 10 (with different emissivity) and the grain boundary temperature measured from grain growth process ($T_G$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current limit [mA/mm$^2$]</th>
<th>$T_G$ [°C]</th>
<th>$T_s$ [°C]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\varepsilon = 0.9$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon = 0.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1508-1555</td>
<td>1350-1459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1630</td>
<td>1410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1695-1733</td>
<td>1450-1513</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V points out that, generally speaking, the temperature needed at the grain boundary for explaining the grain growth observed during FS is in almost all the cases higher than the sample temperature during the process, even assuming a very low value for $\varepsilon$ (i.e. 0.5). In addition, the spread between the two temperatures becomes larger by increasing the nominal current density. Different reasons can be claimed for explaining the behavior and deserved to be mentioned:

i. The model used for calculating the sample temperature from furnace temperature and power dissipation is simplified since it assumes that bulk and GB are at the same temperature. Theoretically, the GB temperature could be different from the bulk because of the presence of space charges or because it offers a preferential path for ionic diffusion. However, it is hard to state that significant temperature gradients can occur in micrometric or sub-micrometric scale. The hypothesis of temperature gradients within the grain was rebutted by Holland et al.; they showed via numeric simulation that during FS the differences in temperature between the different microstructural areas are negligible[37].

ii. At the particle contact points the material melts and during the FS process and “local melting progress is hierarchical, which assures the preservation of the local melt, as long as other percolative paths for the current flow exist”[30]. This theory was proposed by Chaim for explaining the rapid densification during FS. The melt would provide a fast diffusion path and
meanwhile the liquid film capillarity should generate a mechanical strength between the particles ensuring a fast densification. This theory is very attractive and provides a good explanation for the densification process; in addition the presence of a melt at the GB could provide the fast diffusion path needed for grain coarsening. However, as pointed out by Narayan the presence of liquid should drastically decrease the driving force for grain growth, resulting in a suppression of GB motion[36].

iii. The current flow accelerates the diffusion process. This can be related to electrolytic reactions at the cathode and anode producing oxygen vacancies and promoting a partial reduction of the oxide as described by Downs[9]. The high lattice defect concentration enhances the diffusion rates and the grain growth phenomena. Finally, a partial reduction of the oxidation state of the cations could reduce the activation energy for cationic diffusion [48] and electron trapping in oxygen vacancies lowers their migration energy barrier [29].

In order to point out the current effect on densification, some samples (prepared following the same procedures of the FS specimens) were treated by Fast Firing (FF) at temperatures of 1600 and 1650°C (soaking time = 2 -3 min). These temperatures were chosen since they are close to the temperature range estimated for the specimen treated with 6 mA/mm² assuming a low value of $\varepsilon$ (Table IV).

The fast fired samples were directly introduced in a pre-heated muffle (1600-1650°C) using a platinum wire, with the aim to reproduce the abrupt heating process of flash sintering. Prior to FF, the specimens were pre-sintered using an heating rate of 20°C/min up to 1050°C, simulating the thermal treatment during the incubation of FS. After pre-sintering the sample were polished reducing their thickness (t < 0.8 mm); in this way thermal gradients and the heat capacity of the sample were reduced ensuring a fast heating.

The fast fired specimens were characterized by densities in the range 3.47 – 3.68 g/cm³, lower when compared with the densities of flash sintered samples (6 mA/mm², Figure 26). Therefore, even assuming a low value for $\varepsilon$, the density
obtained by FS are higher than what would be expected from conventional processes.
In this chapter we extended the applicability of flash sintering to a resistive ceramic; showing the applicability of this innovative sintering technology to nearly pure corundum. Additionally we pointed out that both grain growth and densification during flash sintering appears to be not completely explainable by conventional/thermal sintering theories. Therefore, the results suggest that the current flow can interact with the mass transport phenomena.

4.1.2 Electrical behavior
Understanding the electrical behavior of a material is crucial for the analysis of FS. In fact, the onset temperature for flash sintering depends from the electrical properties; being the more conductive powder compacts flash sintered at lower temperature using the same field. In addition, if a material is too resistive, like high purity alumina, it can not be flash sintered in any case[39].

The specific power dissipation during the incubation of FS, when the system works in voltage control, is shown in Figure 30. At low temperature a linear-like behavior is expected. In fact, the power dissipation can be written as:

\[ w = EJ = E^2/\rho(T) = \frac{E^2 \exp(-Q/RT)}{\rho_0} \]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

and it can be linearized as:

\[ \ln(w) = \ln\left(\frac{E^2}{\rho_0}\right) - \frac{Q}{RT} \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

The plots in Figure 30, even at low T (right portion of the curves), show a certain deviation from the expected linear behavior, i.e. the slope of the curve progressively increases by increasing the temperature.

At higher furnace temperature a strong non-linearity can be observed, the system switches to current control and FS occurs. This non-linear behavior takes place when the system reaches a specific power density of \( \sim 25 \text{ mW/mm}^3 \). This value is in the
same order of magnitude when compared with data previously reported on other materials[88].

![Figure 30](image)

**Figure 30:** Natural logarithm of the specific power dissipation during the incubation of FS as a function of the inverse of the absolute furnace temperature (Pt electrodes, J = 6mA/mm²). Modified from [55].

The behavior before the onset for FS is not perfectly linear (as it would be expected from Eq. 20) but the slope of curves (i.e. the activation energy for conduction) progressively rises by increasing the temperature. Different reasons can account for this:

i. It is well-known that by changing the temperature different conduction mechanisms can be activated. In particular, at high temperature mechanisms with higher activation energy became dominant, while at low temperature are more important those with low values of Q[137–140]. For this reason, while the temperature is increasing the slope of the curves, and so the apparent activation energy, becomes larger.

ii. The power dissipation curves are referred to the green body. So, it should not be surprising that by increasing the temperature the material will undergo to some modifications. In particular necks between particles start to be formed providing a continuous path for current flow. This should
progressively increase the conductivity of the system and so the slope of the curves in Figure 30.

The experimental data were fitted in a temperature range of 250 °C before the deviation from the linearity, as shown in Figure 30 for the sample treated with 1500 V/cm. In this way it was possible to estimate the activation energy for conduction. This has been done not only for the samples treated using platinum electrodes; but also for those treated with carbon and silver pastes for comparison. The estimated activation energies are: 1.2 ± 0.2, 1.2 ± 0.1, 1.0 ± 0.2 eV for Pt, C, and Ag electrodes, respectively. Two consideration deserve to be mentioned:

i. The samples treated using Pt and C exhibit the same Q value, while the specimens treated using Ag paste are characterized by slightly lower activation energy. However, this difference is not enough for stating that different conduction mechanisms are activated, especially considering the standard deviations. In addition, as it will be shown in the following the samples connected to Ag electrodes are flash sintered at temperatures significantly lower when compared with Pt and C, so also the temperature range in which the activation energy measurement was done changes for the different electrode materials.

ii. Despite these activation energies are referred to conduction in a green body and were measured using quite high field, the results are not far from literature data referred to bulk corundum. In particular the activation energy for conduction in dense alumina has already been estimated by Cologna et al. (1.5 –2.3 eV)[39], Pan et al. (1.5 –2.4 eV) [137], Mohapatra and Kroger (2.0 –2.1 eV)[141] and Öijerholm et al. (1 eV)[142]. It deserves to be underlined that this good agreement between literature and measured results is maintained even if the field used in the present work are enough high for activating non-linear effects on conductivity as it will be discussed in “4.1.4 Flash Sintering and Dielectric Breakdown”.

It is possible to observe that the activation energy for conduction is much lower than the band gap of corundum (8.7 –10.8 eV)[2,143–145]. Nevertheless, the electronic
bands are bended close to the grain boundaries or surfaces because the long-range disordered structure; this could decrease the energy needed for electron promotion in the conduction band. For amorphous alumina band gap in the range 3.2 – 8.7 eV are reported in the scientific literature[143,144,146]; but they are, once again, larger than the activation energy measured in this work. A second factor that affects the band gap width is the presence of dopants. In fact, in the case of solid solution in corundum element with valence lower than 3 acts as electrons acceptor, while elements with valence higher as donors. Nevertheless, also considering different dopants band gap around 4 – 5 eV are reported in literature[144,145], still larger than the estimated activation energy. This is suggesting that, during the incubation of FS, electronic conduction is not the dominant charge transport mechanism. This is also supported by several authors that have pointed out that the electronic conduction in corundum is activated at high temperature and becomes predominant around 1400°C[137,147–150]. Other authors suggested that conduction is mainly ionic and based on Al³⁺ diffusion even at high temperature (up to 1650 °C)[151]. Therefore, an important ionic contribution to conduction during the incubation of FS can be suggested. The problem of diffusion in corundum is quite controversial. First, a large data scattering for the activation energy of aluminum and oxygen self-diffusion can be find in literature and, second, the activation energy measured with different techniques is significantly different. Probably, the most complete overview on this argument has been done by Heuer[152]. He reported activation energy for diffusion in most the cases in the range 3- 8 eV; measuring Q using radio-tracers. However, it is to underline that these measures were carried out at high temperature (T > 1300°C) when diffusion paths at high activation energy can be activated (as a result of the high sample temperature). Moreover, it has been shown that the grain boundary presence does not reduce the value of Q [152–154]enough for making it comparable with what is calculated in this work. Conversely, other authors attempted to measure the energy barrier for Al and O self-diffusion using electrical techniques (i.e. impedance spectroscopy, interfacial polarization) at temperatures generally lower than 1200°C. The results in this case are well-comparable with the activation energy measured in this work, fixing Q in the range 0.8 –2.4 eV[137,142,149,155]. It deserves to be mentioned that these values
are very close to the first-principle calculations for Q which lays between 0.7 and 2.5 eV [131,132,156,157]. So, we can conclude that during the incubation of FS in corundum the activation energy for conduction is comparable with the activation energy for self-diffusion of ionic species measured in a similar temperature range (T < 1200°C). This suggests that during the incubation conduction is mainly ionic. However, it is actually not clarified why so large differences of Q can be find in literature; especially comparing radio-tracer high temperature measures (3 – 8 eV) and theoretical calculations (0.7 – 2.5 eV) / electrical low temperature measures (0.8 – 2.4 eV). Different reasons can be claimed for accounting these differences:

i. At high temperature diffusion paths with higher energy barrier are activated[137–140]; in particular a transition from extrinsic to intrinsic diffusion is observed around 1600 – 1650°C[138][139]. At lower temperature diffusion is “impurity-controlled” or “structure-sensitive”[138]. In this case a central role is played by fast diffusion paths like grain boundaries or dislocations. Oishi et al. have calculated the activation energy for oxygen self-diffusion in crushed alumina and they have fixed Q in 1.87 eV, as a result of the high concentration of dislocations[158].

ii. The large amount of surfaces in the green bodies studied in this work could lead to dominant surface diffusion mechanisms. Öijerholm and Pan have estimated the activation energy for oxygen surface diffusion in 1 eV[142]. However, also in this case a large data scattering can be observed and many authors measured much higher value for Q[159,160]. In addition, this is not explaining why are reported so large differences in activation energy also in dense samples.

iii. A final consideration is related to the defect chemistry of corundum. In fact, it is well-known that the points defects like interstitials or vacancies can interact each other’s[131–133,157]. The interaction is due to the electrostatic forces acting between species with opposite charges. This leads to the formation of a wide series of clusters, and each cluster is characterized by its own binding energy; Table VI summarizes the main clusters that are formed in pure corundum (intrinsic) and MgO-doped
alumina (extrinsic). Indeed, the materials are much more complex and other species can interact, since just few ppm are enough for producing defects concentration order of magnitude higher than those observed in pure corundum.

iv. As suggested by Tewary, when one considers the activation energy for diffusion the binding energy between clusters should be taken in count[132]. For instance, an oxygen vacancies close to \( Mg'_{Al} \) would need energy for breaking the cluster and then an additional energy for overlap the energy barrier for diffusion. The measured activation energy is a result of the sum of this two terms. Thus, the measured Q should be higher than the theoretical one. The binding energy between \( Mg'_{Al} \) and \( V_{O} \) in Table VI are 1.36 – 2.15 eV; however, in literature also different values are reported, up to 3.5 eV.

v. According to Tewary calculations, this should increase the activation energy for diffusion of 2 – 3 eV[132]; making comparable the theoretically calculated value of Q and those measured by radio-tracer at high temperature.

vi. The fact that in the electrical, low temperature (\( T < 1200^\circ C \)) measurements the calculated activation energies are in good agreement with those theoretically calculated could be explained considering that, once clusters are broken, they are slowly reformed considering the low sample temperature and the fact that the vacancy motion is mainly driven by the E-field application.

The next step is now represented by the attempt to describe the electrical behavior and the power dissipation observed during the third stage of FS; therefore, after the current limit has been reached. All the following results in this section are referred to samples treated with Pt electrodes.

The power dissipation after the flash event is studied as a function of \( E \) and \( J \) in Figure 31. The first conclusion is, as expected, that current limit is the key parameter controlling the specific power dissipation during the third stage; while the effect of the electric field is less important, being the system in voltage control. The second
conclusion is that the relation between the power and J is almost linear; while a second order relation would be expected, according to Eq. 3.

Table VI: Main defect clusters formed in pure alumina and MgO-containing alumina calculated using atomistic simulation techniques. Data taken from [133].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Binding Energy [eV]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic (Pure corundum)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{Al_i^- : O_{i''}^-}</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{Al_i^- : 2O_{i''}^-}'</td>
<td>4.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{V_{O}^- : V_{Al}'''}'</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{2V_{O}^- : V_{Al}'''}'</td>
<td>7.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{2V_{O}^- : 2V_{Al}'''}'</td>
<td>11.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{3V_{O}^- : 2V_{Al}'''}^x</td>
<td>14.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic (MgO-doped corundum)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{2Mg_{Al}^{i'} : Mg_i}^x</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{Mg_{Al}^{i'} : Mg_i}</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{2Mg_{Al}^{i'} : V_{O}^-}^x</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{Mg_{Al}^{i'} : V_{O}^-}</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{3Mg_{Al}^{i'} : Al_i^-}^x</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{2Mg_{Al}^{i'} : Al_i^-}'</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{Mg_{Al}^{i'} : Al_i^-}'</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{Mg_{i}^- : O_{i''}^-}^x</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The deviation from the parabolic relation is obviously due to the fact that the sample temperature \(T_s\) is not always the same. The specimens treated with high current are hotter (Table IV, Figure 32) and less resistive; this leads to a decrease of \(\rho(T_s)\), thus the power increases slower than what suggested by the second order relation reported in Eq. 3.
Figure 31: Specific power dissipation measured during the steady state of flash sintering as a function of the nominal current density (a) and of the E-field (b). Modified from [55].

In addition, Figure 31 shows that the specific power slightly increases with E. This is related to the fact that increasing E the onset temperature for FS is reduced, and this finally leads to a moderate reduction of the equilibrium sample temperature during the steady state of FS. The effect of J and of the furnace temperature (related to E) on the equilibrium sample temperature is qualitatively shown in Figure 32.

The relation between sample resistivity and applied current during the third stage of FS is reported in Figure 33 (a). All the data are referred to the second minute after the current limit reaching for being sure that the specimens reached the equilibrium condition. As expected, the resistivity progressively decreases by increasing the current density, this is a result of the increase in sample temperature with J. The experimental results were fitted using the minimum square method; the best fit was obtained using an emissivity equal to 0.65 and $Q = 0.94$ eV. Even changing the emissivity in a wide range, the activation energy always remains below 1 eV. In addition, the estimated value for $\rho_0$ is 0.0316 $\Omega$m, higher than that measured during the incubation of FS (0.0092 $\Omega$m). One can notice that these values of Q are still not compatible with electronic conductivity in corundum.
Figure 32: Current (a) and furnace temperature (b) effect on the equilibrium sample temperature during the steady state of FS. The equilibrium temperature is reached when the electrical power is equal to the heat exchanged by radiation. One should also remember that the onset for FS is depending from the field strength, resulting the specimens treated with higher E sintered at a lower furnace temperature.

However, one should also consider that a large amount of porosity is still present on the specimens treated with low current (i.e. 2 mA/mm²) while the effect of pores is practically negligible on the samples treated using higher current limits (i.e. 6 mA/mm²). In other words, while the resistivity of the samples treated with 6 mA/mm²
corresponds to a “real” values; the resistivity of the sample treated with 2 mA/mm² is overestimated, being the real cross section available for current flow reduced by the pores.

Figure 33(b) tries to answer to this problem. In this figure the resistivity are updated taking in account for the pores presence under the following assumptions:

i. The specimen density can be approximated with the final density determined by Archimedes measurements and reported in Figure 26. This is meaning that we assume that the main part of the densification was completed in the first minute after FS;

ii. The porosity is isotropic and homogeneously distributed.

In this case the best fit was obtained using $Q = 0.76 \text{ eV}, \varepsilon = 0.60$. It deserves also to be pointed out that we can compare this value of $Q$ with the activation energy measured during the incubation of FS. In fact, being the porosity amount constant, as a first approximation, during the incubation of FS this is not changing the activation energy.

![Figure 33: Resistivity calculated during the third stage of FS from electrical and geometrical parameters without (a) and with taking in account of the effect of porosity (b). The best interpolation was given using: $Q = 0.94 \text{ eV}, \varepsilon = 0.65$ (a) and $Q = 0.76 \text{ eV}, \varepsilon = 0.60$ (b). Modified from [55].](image)

The conclusion is that the activation energy during flash sintering is reduced; thus, changes in the conduction mechanisms can be suggested. Nevertheless, it is quite surprising that $Q$ decreases: since sample temperature increases during FS one should expect that conduction mechanisms with higher energy barrier would be activated.

Some reasons can be advanced for explaining the behavior:
i. A liquid film formation at the grain boundaries could provide a fast diffusion path for ionic diffusion and changes the band gap for electron promotion. However, if we look at literature data the activation energy for conduction in molten alumina was estimated to be: 1.4 eV[161]. This value is still larger than what have been measured in this work.

ii. One can also suggest that the samples treated with low currents are less resistive than what it would be expected because of the formation of an air plasma at neck between particles. However, this statement do not find any evidence form the photoemission measures reported in the next section and in literature[18,20].

iii. The presence of electrolytic reaction close to the electrodes leads to a partial reduction of the material. This could change the electrical properties and the activation energy value, leading to a mixed conduction behavior.

Previous works on partially-reduced zirconia have pointed out that this material is much more conductive and characterized by lower activation energy for conduction when compared with the stoichiometric oxide[43]. Also the dielectric properties, like dielectric constant and loss factor, have been shown to be are sensitive to the oxide stoichiometry[45]. Additionally, it is significant to point out that a decrease of Q during FS has already been reported also on YSZ (AC)[65] and titania (DC)[107]. Conversely, Du et al. always working in AC, have observed much more conventional conduction behavior in the flash state.

An important effect of electrolytic reactions on FS was proposed for the first time by Downs for explaining the flash sintering in cubic zirconia[9]. Similarly to what suggested by Downs for zirconia we can identify an electrolytic reaction at the anode:

\[ O_0^x \rightarrow VO^- + 1/2 O_{2(gas)} + 2e^- \]  

and at the cathode:
Thus, the anode acts as an oxygen vacancies source, the vacancies moves under the E-field effect toward the cathode and here are consumed by the opposite reaction. However, when the current reaches a certain value at the cathodic site the reaction, which involves molecular oxygen decomposition, could be not enough fast for balancing the charge carriers motion. In addition, sintering progressively reduce the surface at which the reaction can take place decreasing its rate. Hence, the crystal itself becomes a source of oxygen and a partial reduction of corundum take place:

\[ \delta VO^- + Al_2O_3 + 2\delta e^- \rightarrow Al_2O_{3-\delta} + \delta O_\delta^\xi \]  \hspace{1cm} (23)

By combining Eq. 21 and 23 the reduction equation for alumina can be obtained:

\[ Al_2O_3 \rightarrow Al_2O_{3-\delta} + \frac{\delta}{2} O_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (24)

The partial reduction of the oxide enhances electrical conductivity and is responsible for the change in the activation energy for conduction. Being the material partially reduced the conduction turns from mainly ionic to electronic. Indeed, reaction 23 needs electrons for being completed; thus, it has been reported to start at the cathode in YSZ[42]. Then, the reaction front progressively moves toward the anode as the partially reduced areas allows electrons motion within the sample. The behavior, as we will show in alumina, is a bit different.

The high vacancies concentration produced via electrolyte reaction and partial reduction of the cations could provide an explanation for the observed densification and electrical behavior. All these conjectures are mainly speculative; nevertheless, some evidences are compatible with these assumptions. These evidences are described in the following and involves:

i. Photoluminescence spectroscopy;

ii. Temperature asymmetry during the process;
iii. Blackened area formation;
iv. XPS analysis.

The photoluminescence spectra obtained using an excitation wavelength of 300 nm on samples treated using experimental set up 2 and different current limits are reported in Figure 34. The four specimens show extremely different behaviors. In particular, one can observe the formation of a wide band on flash sintered samples with a maximum around 410 nm. This band was not detected in the specimen treated with 2 mA/mm² and in the conventionally sintered body. One can also notice that the band becomes progressively stronger by increasing the applied current during the sintering process.

Photoluminescence in corundum has been extensively studied by many authors and finds solid basis in the scientific literature. As it has been reported by Kouroukla[162] and other authors[163,164] the structural defects in corundum F and F⁺-centers should emit light with a maximum intensity in the range 410- 420 and 330-340 nm, respectively. The F-centers are oxygen vacancies filled with two electrons, while the F⁺ ones are filled with just one electron and so have a positive charge. Also F⁺-cations centers can be observed in alumina with an emission range around 300 nm. These are the result of the electrostatic interaction between oxygen vacancies and divalent ions (e.g. Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺) which leads to the formation of well-known defect clusters[133]. Therefore, the literature data are suggesting the conclusion that the wide band observed in the flash sintered sample is related to lattice defects which can be identified as F-centers. No significant signal was recorded in the F⁺ emission range: 330-340 nm. However, this may be due to the fact that this kind of centers should be activated using higher radiation energy. In any case, the experimental results suggest, at least by a qualitative point of view, that the oxygen vacancies concentration is increasing in the sintered sample by increasing the current used during the treatment. This is providing evidence that the material is changing its structural features during flash sintering.

The formation of charged oxygen vacancies is guarantee by Eq. 21. and their reduction to the uncharged form by reaction Eq.23; allowing the formation of F-
centers. Therefore, these results are compatible with a partial reduction of corundum during flash sintering.

It should be remarked that the strong correspondence between current limit and photoluminescence spectra suggest that the material reduction is a phenomenon mainly related to the third stage of flash sintering. This is not particularly strange considering that during flash sintering incubation the current is quite low and the high porosity of the material allows oxygen restoration in the crystal though the cathodic reaction (Eq. 22).

Figure 34: Photoluminescence spectroscopy of alumina samples treated with different current density.
A second consideration supporting the thesis of partial reduction of alumina during the process is represented by the observation of the sample during the FS treatment, allowed by the experimental set up n.2. In Figure 35 are reported pictures of a specimen at different times during the three stages of flash sintering. The sample was pre-sintered at 1250°C and treated using 6 mA/mm² at a function temperature of 1200°C.

Figure 35 shows that the light emission is slightly asymmetric. In fact, the anode (+) is brighter with respect to the cathode (-). The photoemission is mainly an effect of Joule heating, as it will be shown in section “4.1.3 Photoemission during Flash Sintering”, hence the result is suggesting that the anodic area is hotter.

Temperature differences between anode and cathode are, in addition, affirmed by shrinkage measurements carried out in a direction perpendicular to current flow, on a section passing through the center of the hole in which the electrodes were inserted, as it is shown in Figure 36. The results indicate that the shrinkage obtained during FS in the anodic area is always higher when compared with the cathodic one; so, the anode should be hotter. This is in agreement with the asymmetry observed in the light emission.
Figure 35: Pictures of a sample subjected to flash sintering at different times (t = 0 s was assumed to correspond to the system reaching the current limit).

Figure 36: Linear shrinkage achieved in the electrode area (experimental set up 2, pre-sintering temperature = 1250 °C, E= 750 V/cm).
This temperature asymmetry can be explained as a result of different power dissipation within the specimen. In other words, the resistivity close to the cathode and to the anode are different, being the latter higher. This results in an higher anodic specific power dissipation since the current should be the same on each crosssection.

The reasons behind this phenomenon could be the different electrodes reactions Eq.21-23 during the incubation of FS. While the anodic reaction creates new defects within the ceramic the cathodic one represent a symple rearrangement of the defect structure and it is reasonably more spontaneous. Thefore, the driving force (the E-field) should be higher at the anode thus resulting in a higher power dissipation. In addition the field-induced $VO^-$ migration toward the cathode (\( \cdot \)) increases the charge carrier population on this side reducing the local resistivity.

The third reason for supporting the thesis of partial reduction of the material during flash sintering is represented by the formation of the well-kown blackened zones. The formation of the blackened area can be observed only in DC and characterizes the samples treated for long times with high currents.

The first pubblicated description of these areas in a paper focused onFS was given by Muccillo[47] stating that:

“Numerous experimental results, obtained for instance with fuel cells, show that an efficient compensation (of vacancies motion) cannot be expected for current densities exceeding a few A/cm\(^2\). When the compensation is not ensured, the sample is chemically reduced. This results in an additional, fairly high, electronic conductivity. This is the so-called blackening process. Experimentally, when this process starts locally, it initiates preferential current routes because of the important local electric resistance fall.”

This phenomenon takes place also in alumina and was observed in this work. The extension of the blackened areas depends from the current density, becoming visible with current higher than 5 mA/mm\(^2\). The blakening-process affected only limited volumes and it is pretty concentrated on some current concentration paths.

Table VII shows the O/Al molar ratio calculated via XPS on a conventionally sintered and flash sintered specimen (exp. set-up n.2, 6 mA/mm\(^2\), 4 min). The flash sintered sample was analysed both in the black and white zone. The results are only semi-
quantitative; they are reported with the only objective to compare their relative values. We can notice that the O/Al ratio is different from that theoretically expected (1.5); nevertheless, this is not particularly surprising since the oxygen atoms close to the surface are chemically bonded to other chemical species (like hydrogen, forming surface OH groups). Additionally, we want to reaffirm that the measure is not strictly quantitative.

The key point that should be underlined is that the O/Al ratio is higher in the case of the conventionally sintered specimen; whereas the flash sintered sample presents oxygen deficient structures. Additionally, within the flash sintered specimen it is possible to notice that the black areas presents lower oxygen content when compared with the white ones. This experimental finding is supporting the thesis that a partial reduction of the oxide takes place during FS and the blackened zones are composed by a more reduced material.

In alumina, blackening generally starts from the anode and progressively moves towards the cathode. This is somehow surprising considering that the $VO^-_2$ migration should produce more reduced structures on the cathodic side. It becomes still more surprising when compared with what has been reported by Downs for YSZ[9]; being in his case the cathode more blackened.

Table VII: Molar ratio between O and Al measured by XPS on conventional sintered and flash sintered specimen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>O/Al</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Sintered</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash sintered: White</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash sintered: Black</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The answer to these apparent contradictions can be find considering the different nature of conduction in cubic zirconia and alumina. Zirconia is a good ionic conductor; therefore, the mobility of oxygen vacancies is pretty high. This means that once a $VO^-_2$ is formed close the anode (reaction in Eq. 21) it moves quite faster and it has good chances to reach the cathodic area before meeting electrons and being
reduced. This results in a quite homogenous blackening process, slightly more marked close the cathode.

Conversely, the oxygen vacancies mobility in alumina is much lower. Thus, during the third stage of FS we assumed that the conduction mechanism is mainly electronic, allowed by the described partial reduction of the material. Nevertheless, even if it should be quite slow the anodic reaction (Eq. 21) producing oxygen vacancies continues during the third stage of flash sintering. These $VO^-$ moves much slower than in YSZ; thus, they are reduced where they are produced: at the anode. Therefore, the accumulation of vacancies at the anode during the third stage of FS leads to the formation of these heavily-reduced zones, which results black. If the treating time is prolonged electrons starts to be removed also at the interface between the blackened and white alumina, in this way the anodic reaction site moves progressively allowing an expansion of the blackening process.

A second consideration regarding the differences between YSZ and alumina deserves to be done. The defect population before the flash in the two material is completely different; being zirconia doped with 3-8 wt% of yttria the oxygen vacancy concentration is several order of magnitude higher than that in alumina. Hence, the number of vacancy formed at the anode during FS of YSZ is relatively less “important” than in alumina. This could contribute to the fact that the blackening in corundum starts from the anodic site, while in YSZ the blackening is mainly a result of a partial motion toward the cathode of the defects already present in the material before the treatment.

In order to highlight the characteristic of these dark areas a sample was treated with experimental set up n.2 under very severe conditions of J and time (7 mA/mm² for ~4 min); the experiment was interrupted because of sparking. A picture of this sample is reported in Figure 37. The blackened areas are quite extended, although they could be observed only on the side of the sample represented in Figure 37. Therefore, also in this case, only a minor part of the specimen was affected by the blackening process. As previously mentioned, the blackening starts from the anode and moves toward the cathode.
Figure 37: Blackened areas on a sample treated with 7 mA/mm² for ~ 4 minutes (experimental set up 2).

Some SEM micrographs were obtained on this sample and are reported in Figure 38, Figure 39 and Figure 40. It is nice to observe that the micrographs are showing the presence of typical solidification structures, indicating that the material was locally melted during the process.

Different microstructure can be observed in the blackened alumina. The first structure is represented by the grain coalescence zone (Figure 38 and Figure 39(b)). This area was blackened and not melted during FS, but it reached temperatures very closed to the melting point. This results in an abnormal grain growth and grains of several hundreds of micron can be observed. On the material surface it is possible to notice the presence of some lines (Figure 39(b)). These could be a result of the combined effect of high temperature and thermally-induced stresses. The combined effect of high temperature and stress produces shear bands along preferential crystallographic orientation, leading to viscous flows within the grains.
Figure 38: SEM micrograph of the blackened areas obtained on a sample treated with 7 mA/mm² for ~ 4 minutes (experimental set up 2). The micrograph was taken in the central part of the gage section. The field direction is indicated by the black arrow; the different microstructural areas are indicated and numbered.
Figure 39: SEM micrographs of the non-melted zone obtained on the sample treated using 7 mA/mm for ~ 4 minutes. One can point out normal grain growth in the white areas (a) and abnormal grain growth on the blackened ones (b). The field direction is indicated by the black arrow; the numbers between brackets allows to identify the position of the different microstructures in Figure 38.
Figure 40: SEM micrographs of the solidification structures obtained on the sample treated using 7 mA/mm for ~ 4 minutes. The chill zone/dendrites (a) and columnar/dendrites (b) transition can be observed; some typical dendrite structures are also reported (c). The field direction is indicated by the black arrow; the numbers between brackets allows to identify the position of the different microstructures in Figure 38.
The differences in terms of grain size between the blackened and the white areas are pointed out in Figure 39. We can state that the grain size in the blackened zone is at least 2 orders of magnitude larger than in the white ones. It is also nice to observe that the transition between the two zones is very sharp (Figure 38) and a complete transition from abnormal to normal grain growth takes place in few tens of microns. An extremely high and quite unreasonable thermal gradient would be required for explaining this behavior. In addition, using Eq. 18 we can notice that grains of 100 µm can be obtained, conventionally, in 4 minutes at a temperature ~ 2700°C; this result is absolutely unreasonable and much higher than the melting point of alumina.

A second consideration is that the grains are equiaxial in the white areas, while they preferentially grow in a direction orthogonal to the melted zone (at the center of the blackening) in the blackened ones, thus resulting in a quite elongated grain shape (Figure 38 and Figure 39(b)). It deserves to be pointed out that the results resemble those reported by Kim et al.[49] and Qin et al. for YSZ[48]. Qin and co-workers observed abnormal grain growth close to the cathode and they estimated that such a grain size would be obtained conventionally at ~ 4100 K (temperature much higher than the melting point of YSZ). They argued that the partial reduction of the material close to the cathode, as a result of the VO− motion and electron injection, lowers the activation energy for grain boundary migration. It is important to observe that in YSZ the blackened areas were concentrated mainly at the cathode, exactly where abnormal grain growth has been observed. Hence, probably, in alumina something similar is happening; but it starts from the opposite side, being the blackened zone first formed in proximity of the anode.

The reasons behind the anisotropic grain growth, with grains preferentially oriented in a direction orthogonal to the melted area and to the current flow are not completely clarified. Nevertheless, we can propose three possible mechanics. The first mechanism should take place at the interface between the blackened (heavily reduced) and the white slightly reduced areas (Figure 41(a)). One can imagine that first the melted path connecting the two electrodes is formed; then, the blackened zone growth starting from the melted path. Since electrons are thought to move very quickly in the blackened zone, when a charged oxygen vacancies gets close to the
boundary between the blackened \((Al_2O_3)\) and the white zone \((Al_2O_3)\) it is suddenly reduced according to reaction in Eq.23. This leads to the oriented growth of the reduced phase and to abnormal grain growth. The second proposed mechanism happens within the blackened zone (Figure 41 (b)). It is based on the assumption that the degree of reduction of the material increases moving toward the center of the blackened zone (represented by the melted area) and the oxygen vacancies in the blackened zone are discharged by the reaction with electrons. This leads to a different oxygen vacancies concentration on the opposite side of a GB, being the vacancies concentration higher on the side closer to the melted zone. This difference in vacancies concentration becomes the driving force for grain boundary motion rather than curvatures. In this way VO should cross the GB moving away from the melt, while O atoms moves toward the melt.

The third mechanism that could explain the oriented grain growth is based on the assumption that a strong temperature gradient is formed between the melted zone and the other parts of the specimen (Figure 42). In this condition the grain boundary energy would depend from the distance from the melt (x). Differentiating the expression for grain boundary energy (Eq. 4) we can obtain:

\[
\delta Y_{gb} = \frac{dy_{gb}}{dx} \delta x = -\frac{dT}{dx} \Delta S_{gb} \delta x
\]  

(25)

where \(\delta Y_{gb}\) is the grain boundary interfacial energy variation resulting from grain boundary motion across a distance \(\delta x\) (x axe defined in Figure 42). Referring to the data in Figure 42, being \(\Delta S_{gb} > 0\) and the derivative of \(T < 0\) a decrease of the grain boundary energy (\(\delta Y_{gb} < 0\))can be obtained assuming a grain boundary migration toward the melt (\(\delta x < 0\)). This additional driving force could enhance the grain growth only in the direction orthogonal to the melt path (where significant temperature gradient occurs) and could explain grain orientation; nevertheless, it can not explain why the grains are so large also in the other directions. Therefore, a contribution due to material reduction can be in any case pointed out.

At the center of the blackened zone other structures can be observed in the areas that were melted during FS:
i. **Chill Zone**: this area is characterized by equiaxial grains and is placed at the limit of the melted area (Figure 40 (a)). This is the first zone that is solidified during the cooling process.

ii. **Columnar/Dendritic structures**: these are characterized by elongated grains and by the presence of many arms (Figure 40 (b), (c)).

iii. **Shrinkage cavity**: is at the center of the melted area and is a result of the constrained solidification process, which leads to the formation of a cavity.

All these microstructures clearly prove that local melting occurs. Nevertheless, it is very difficult to state that the local temperature reaches values higher than 2072°C, which is the melting point for corundum. In fact, this value is much higher than what previously calculated and reported in Table IV and the electrodes never melted in all the experiments, although they were forced inside the holes in the sample. The melting temperature of Pt is 1768 °C, ~ 300°C lower than the melting point of alumina. Even more difficult is to explain the abnormal grain growth in the blackened zone that would require temperatures higher than 2700°C. Hence, we believe that the structural changes in the oxide induced by severe current flow and the formation of out-of-equilibrium structures are at the base of such phenomena. They can interact with the diffusion process kinetics.
Figure 41: Possible mechanisms at the base of abnormal/anisotropic grain growth at the interface between blackened and white areas (a) and within the blackened one (b). The mechanism (a) is based on the assumption that the abnormal grain growth is associated to the growth of the substoichiometric phase. The mechanism (b) assumes the presence of a discharged vacancy gradient in the blackened areas which accelerate the mass flux.
Figure 42: Mechanism for oriented grain growth in the blackened areas based on a thermal gradient. The grain boundary would migrate toward the hotter region (melted zone) as a result of a net decrease in the grain boundary energy ($\delta \gamma_{gb}$).

The results summarized in this chapter point out that the current flow allows a partial reduction even of a high stoichiometric oxide like alumina. This partial reduction changes the mass and charge transport phenomena in the oxide.
All the considerations and experimental results reported here suggest that FS can not be interpreted only using “conventional” sintering theories; some field/current induced mechanisms must be considered; among them, a partial reduction of the oxide seems the most attractive. Strong experimental evidences are reported supporting the thesis that a current-induced partial reduction takes place even in a high stoichiometric oxide like alumina.

4.1.3 Photoemission during Flash Sintering

The light emission during flash sintering was studied using the experimental set up n. 2. The samples were pre-sintered at 1250 and 1450°C; the furnace temperature during FS experiments was fixed at 1200°C.

The photoemission during the third stage of FS is reported in Figure 43 (a) for a sample pre-sintered at 1250°C and treated with different current densities. The first conclusion is that the shape of the spectra does not change with the applied current, suggesting that no additional phenomena are activated increasing the current limit.

The second result is that the spectra are pretty similar to those recorded by Lebrun [18]and Naik [20] on different materials (YSZ, SrTiO₃, K₂NbO₃): all spectra present a shoulder around 620 nm and two maxima around 720 and 760 nm. Therefore, it seems that the light emission in the UV/VIS region is independent from the tested material. This is in contrast with the theories that explain the photoemission during FS as a result of electroluminescence; in fact, electroluminescence should depend on the electronic structure of each tested material.
Figure 43: Photoemission spectra collected during the steady stage of flash sintering using different current density (samples pre-sintered at 1250°C). In particular are reported both the spectra as collected (a) and after the calibration with halogen lamp (b). For comparison the black body spectrum, calculated at 1600 K, is also reported (c).
In order to take in account of the effects due to the experimental set-up, the quantum yield of the spectrometer and the transmittance of the optical fiber a calibration was operated using an halogen lamp. Knowing the ratio between the real light intensity (emitted from the lamp) and the measured one it was possible to calculate a correction factor for each value of wavelength. The corrected spectra are reported in Figure 43 (b). The shape in this case is much more familiar and similar to the Black Body Radiation (BBR), being the maximum of the thermal radiation in the IR region. For comparison, the photoemission calculated for a black body at 1600 K from Planck’s law is reported in Figure 43 (c) [94]:

\[ I_{BBR}(T,\nu) = \frac{2\pi h \nu^5}{c^3} \frac{1}{\exp\left(\frac{h \nu}{kT}\right)-1} \]  

(26)

where \( \nu \) is the radiation frequency, \( c \) the light speed, \( T \) the absolute temperature, \( h \) and \( k \) Plank’s and Boltzmann constant, respectively. The figure points out that the light emission spectra of the samples during the third stage of FS are very similar to what expected from Planck’s law. The main difference is represented by a small shoulder around 760 nm (Figure 43 (b)). Nevertheless, this can probably be accounted for by some residual experimental effects, presenting the calibration curve (not reported) a peak in that position.

The light emission during the different stages for FS is reported in Figure 44 for a sample treated using 750 V/cm and pre-sintered at 1450°C (\( J = 4 \) mA/mm²). The results point out that:

i. The light emission progressively increases during the incubation of flash sintering and still increases after the power dissipation peak which corresponds to the current limit reaching. This is compatible with an emission due to Joule heating. In fact, during the process the sample temperature progressively increases as a result of the thermal runaway. Nevertheless, the specimens temperature still increases in the third stage of FS being the electric power higher than heat exchanged by radiation until the equilibrium temperature is reached (as qualitatively shown in Figure 10). Hence, the time-dependent light emission evolution is compatible with a thermal radiation.
ii. The light emission shape is not changing during the different stages of FS, suggesting that no luminescent effect are activated before, during and after the current limit reaching.

iii. The light emission shape do not depend from the relative density of the body subjected to flash sintering.

Figure 44: UV/VIS photoemission spectra obtained during the different stages of FS.

Therefore, the results indicate that the light emission in the UV/VIS range is just a result of the thermal radiation due to Joule heating. There are, no indications suggesting the presence of electroluminescence or, if electroluminescence is present, its intensity is negligible with respect to thermal radiation.

Nevertheless, the results presented so far provides just qualitative common points between photoemission during FS and BBR. In order to highlight more quantitative affinities, the light emission intensity evolution for three different wavelength during the incubation of FS is reported in Figure 45 (a) and it is compared with the measured conductivity. The photoemission was normalized with respect to the intensity measured during the steady stage of FS. One can notice that the three
intensities are extremely "coupled" and they behave in a very similar way. If the light emission was a result of electroluminescence some intensities would growth more than others during the process, but this was not observed.

Figure 45 (b) shows the decay of the normalized photoemission intensity after that the power supply was switched off. Also in this case the decay of the intensity at different wavelength is coupled and the light emission requires several seconds for being reduced. Once again this result is compatible with the BBR; in fact, the specimens would require several second for being cooled as a result of its own thermal capacity. Conversely, electroluminescence would decay much faster.

It is also possible to observe that the light intensity emitted at low λ (i.e. 530 nm) is slightly lower than those at higher λ (i.e. 850 nm) during the runaway for FS and the decay of the photoemission. In other word, the light emitted at 530 nm is relatively stronger, when compared with 700-850 nm, during the third stage of flash sintering (when the sample is hotter) and weaker during the other stages (when the sample is colder). This is a result of the fact that increasing the sample temperature the maximum of the photoemission moves toward lower wavelength, according to Wien's displacement law [94]. Thus, increasing the temperature the light emission intensities at lower wavelength growth more, in proportion, respect to those at higher λ.

Figure 45 (a) points out also that photoemission and electrical conductivity behaves in a similar way. This is not surprising; in fact, if the light emission is due to a thermal radiation, both conductivity and light emission intensity are related to the sample temperature. In order to explore this relation we can write the intensity of light emitted by an incandescent body as:

\[
I_{\text{REAL}}^{(T,\nu)} = \varepsilon(\nu) I_{\text{BRR}}^{(T,\nu)} = \varepsilon(\nu) \frac{2\pi h \nu^5}{c^3} \frac{1}{\exp(h\nu/kT) - 1}
\]

(27)

where \(\varepsilon(\nu)\) is the spectral emissivity depending from the wavelength. The relation for the electrical conductivity in a ceramic insulator can be written as:

\[
\sigma(T) = \sigma_0 \exp(-Q/kT)
\]

(28)

where \(\sigma_0\) is a pre exponential constant and Q the activation energy for conduction.
Figure 45: Normalized light emission evolution at different wavelength during the incubation (a) of FS and after the power supply was switched off (b). It is also reported the conductivity evolution which can be well compared with light emission.

Here, we assume that the sample temperature can be considered homogeneous during the process. This is an approximation: Figure 35 pointed out a certain temperature asymmetry between the two electrodes. However, this asymmetry involves only a small part of the specimen; therefore, the assumption seems to be reasonable. Joining Eq. 27 and Eq. 28 it is possible to write a relation between light emission and conductivity:

\[
I_{\text{REAL}}(\sigma, \mu) = E(v) \frac{2\pi v^5}{c^3} \frac{\sigma_{0}^{hv/Q}}{\sigma_{0}^{hv/Q} (1 - \sigma/\sigma_{0})^{hv/Q}}
\]

Indeed, being \( \sigma_0 \) the conductivity of the material at a virtually infinite temperature, the ratio between \( \sigma \) and \( \sigma_0 \) is negligible. E.g. even assuming an activation energy for conduction of 1.2 eV (the same previously measured) and a temperature of 2000 K (higher than the temperatures in Table IV) it is possible to estimate: \( \sigma/\sigma_0 \sim 0.001 \). Therefore Eq. 29 can be reduced to:
\[ I^{\text{REAL}}_{(\sigma,u)} = C_{(u)} \sigma^{hu/Q} \]  

(30)

where \( C_{(u)} \) is a function of the radiation frequency. According to Eq. 30 the relation between light emission intensity and conductivity should be a power law with the exponent depending from the wavelength/frequency of the radiation. In particular, if a radiation with high wavelength (low \( \nu \)) is considered the exponent decreases; conversely if the wavelength is low (high \( \nu \)) the exponent increases.

Using Eq. 30, the experimental results recorded on the sample pre-sintered at 1450°C and treated with 750 V/cm – 4 mA/mm², were interpolated by the minimum squares method. In Figure 46 are reported both the experimental data and the fitting curves (black dashes lines), showing that Eq.30 provides a pretty good approximation of what is going on during the process. A small deviation from the predicted behavior can be observed during the third stage of FS, being the light emission slightly underestimated. This can be related to the fact that the walls of the tubular furnace are quite close to the specimen (being the inner diameter of the alumina tube 30 mm), thus they are heated during the process. In this way the furnace itself should start to emit more light than what was estimated at the beginning of the treatment.

As theoretically expected the power law exponent in Figure 46 depends from the chosen wavelength and it decreases by increasing \( \lambda \). From the value of the exponent (\( n \)) it is also possible to estimate the activation energy for conduction, being:

\[ Q = \frac{hu}{n} \]  

(31)

The results suggest that \( Q \) ranges between 1.5 and 1.8 eV. These values are similar to literature data for corundum and not far from what previously measured on the green specimens (1.2 eV). The differences between the activation energy measured here and on the green specimen can be related to the different microstructural feature of the material (partially sintered/green body) and to the temperature range in which it was measured (T>1200°C for photoemission and T<1200°C for the green bodies).
Figure 46: Light emission intensity as a function of the measured conductivity at different wavelength: 530 (a), 700 (b), 850 nm (c). The value of $n$, the exponent of the fitting power law, is also reported.

Since Terauds and co-workers have observed two photoemission peaks in the NIR during FS of YSZ[17], we analyzed also for alumina the light emission in this region. The spectra are reported in Figure 47(a) and they point out that the NIR photoemission is independent, in its shape, from the applied current. For comparison, the spectrum emitted by the hot alumina tube of the furnace at 1400°C
is reported in Figure 47(b). One can observe that the two spectra present the same features and the same shape. Hence, we can conclude that also in the NIR region there are no reasons for claiming luminescent effect during flash sintering of corundum.

![NIR spectra obtained during FS using different current density (furnace temperature= 1200°C) (a) and the thermal radiation of the furnace heated at 1400°C(b).](image)

Some final consideration deserve to be drawn:

i. It is possible to observe a small peak at 591 nm (Figure 43 (a)). Nevertheless, it completely disappears if the electrodes were shielded. This suggests that the peak could be related to some spark/air ionization at the metal/ceramic interface. In addition, its position could be associated to a line of ionized nitrogen[165]. No evidences of air ionization are observed in places different from the electrodes (i.e. inter-particle regions, pores…).

ii. It is possible to notice in Figure 43 that no relevant signal was measured at 188 and 255 nm. These wavelength should be associated with the annihilation of the Frenkel pairs for aluminum and oxygen, respectively[133]. The formation and the consequent annihilation of Frenkel pairs has often be claimed for explaining the densification during FS. Even if a definitive conclusion can not be drawn the measurements here reported do not offer any support to this thesis.
The results reported in this chapter points out that the photoemission during flash sintering of alumina is mainly of thermal origin. This conclusion is not in agreement with the literature data which attribute the photoemission during FS to electroluminescence.

4.1.4 Flash Sintering and Dielectric Breakdown

The results reported in this section were obtained with experimental set up n.2, at a constant furnace temperature of 1200°C, using samples pre-sintered at 1250, 1350, 1450 and 1550°C.

When FS experiments are carried out at constant furnace temperature, the most important parameter is the Incubation Time (IT). It is defined as the time needed for reaching the current limit, after that the power supply was switched on. In other words, it represents the time length where the system is working in voltage control, as it is for example shown in Figure 48 (a).

![Figure 48: Conductivity evolution during the incubation of FS (a) and incubation time as a function of field strength and pre-sintering temperature (b). Modified from [16].](image)

Figure 48 (b) points out that the incubation time is decreasing with the applied field. This is not surprising since the power dissipation during the first stage of FS is proportional to $E^2$ (Eq.5); so high values of $E$ accelerates the thermal runaway.

Much more valuable is the consideration that the IT is also strongly related to the pre-sintering temperature being the sample pre-sintered at high temperature characterized by longer incubation time. In addition, the samples pre-treated at 1550°C never reached the current limit in any cases. Indeed, the microstructure of
the treated samples is strongly related to the sintering temperature. In particular in Table VIII are reported the density values for the samples prior to FS treatment. By comparing Table VIII and Figure 48 (b) we can conclude that by lowering the density of the sample it was easier to reach the flash sintering condition. In other words, the presence of pores and surfaces plays an important role during the incubation on FS in corundum.

This result is quite surprising especially if compared with other works on LSCF [24] or SiC [23] that pointed out that a pre-sintering treatment has a beneficial role on the FS behavior, lowering the onset temperature for the process. Therefore, the mechanisms leading to flash sintering are undoubtedly different.

A first possible explanation for the observed behavior is based on the fact that the presence of porosity is reducing the thermal conductivity of the material. Therefore, a thermal gradient can be produced within the less dense specimens since the heat produced by Joule effect cannot be efficiently removed from the sample center. In this way the hearth of the specimen should became progressively hotter and more electrically conductive than the surface. Finally, this should lead to FS. However, this mechanism was not observed in other materials (SiC, LSCF), where FS was easily reproduced using denser samples. In addition, some recent work have shown that these temperature gradient do not change too much the onset for FS[14]. Therefore, other reasons deserve to the sought.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-Sintering T</th>
<th>1250°C</th>
<th>1350°C</th>
<th>1450°C</th>
<th>1550°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apparent density [g/cm³]</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative density [%]</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to explore the microstructure effect on the incubation time we can try to define the heating rate of the sample during the incubation of FS under some hypothesis:
i. the heat is exchanged by only radiation (conduction and convection are negligible),

ii. the sample temperature and the current flow are homogenous.

So, the power balance equation during the incubation of FS, when the system is working in voltage control, can be written as:

\[
C_s m \frac{dT_s}{dt} = \frac{VE^2}{\rho(T_s)} - S\sigma\varepsilon(T_s^4 - T_f^4)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (32)

where \(C_s\) is the specific heat of alumina, \(t\) the time, \(T_s\) and \(T_f\) are the sample and furnace temperatures, \(\rho\) is the electrical resistivity, \(E\) is the E-field, \(\sigma\) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, \(\varepsilon\) is the emissivity, \(m, S\) and \(V\) are the mass, surface and volume of the sample, respectively. Rearranging Eq. 32, and assuming that \(m = BV\) (where \(B\) is the bulk density of the pre-sintered specimen), the heating rate can be written as:

\[
\dot{T}_s = \frac{dT_s}{dt} = \frac{1}{BC_s} \left( \frac{E^2}{\rho(T_s)} - \frac{S\sigma\varepsilon(T_s^4 - T_f^4)}{V} \right)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (33)

the derivative of the current density \((J)\), during the incubation of FS, is proportional to the heating rate \((\dot{T}_s)\). In fact, for ceramic materials it is possible to approximate the resistivity with an Arrhenius-like relation. Under this hypothesis it is possible to calculate the derivative of \(J\) as:

\[
j = \frac{dI}{dt} = \frac{E Q}{RT_s^2 \rho(T_s)} \frac{1}{BC_s} \left( \frac{E^2}{\rho(T_s)} - \frac{S\sigma\varepsilon(T_s^4 - T_f^4)}{V} \right)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (34)

where \(R\) is the universal gas constant and \(Q\) the activation energy for conduction. Being the current limit fixed during all the FS experiments in this section (4 mA/mm²) the key parameter controlling the incubation time is \(j\), obviously higher values of \(j\) leads to lower \(IT\). Different parameters influence this quantity (Eq. 34). The first is, as expected, the E-field: increasing the E-Field, the derivative of \(J\) increases and the time needed for FS is reduced in agreement with the relation shown in Figure 48 (b).
According to Eq. 34 different reasons can be considered for explaining the relation between pre-sintering temperature and incubation time. First, one can observe that by increasing the pre-sintering temperature the bulk density value (B) increases (Table VIII) leading to a decrease of \( \dot{j} \). In fact, from Eq. 34 it is possible to observe an inverse-proportional relationship relating the derivative of \( J \) and B. However, being the relative bulk density of all pre-sintered bodies in the range 69.1 - 98.6%, \( \dot{j} \) should be enhanced to a maximum of \( 98.6/69.1 \approx 1.43 \) times. This is probably not enough for accounting the experimental data: much stronger differences were observed in the incubation times. Moreover, it does not give any explanation of why the samples pre-sintered at 1550°C did not reach the current limit in any case.

The resistivity of the system is the second parameter, which can influence the incubation time: if the material is more conductive, the derivative of \( J \) should be increased (Eq. 34). It would not be surprising that the pre-sintering temperature changes the electrical properties of the material. In fact, depending on the sintering conditions, different amounts of surface, grain boundary and pores are present in the ceramic bodies. This can lead to the activation of different conduction mechanisms or produce different cross-section available for the current flow (assuming that the current cannot flow through the air in the pores). Therefore, an estimation of the material resistivity is crucial for clarifying the runaway of FS.

Figure 49 (a) points out that if a relatively low field is used (\( E < 180 \text{ V/cm} \)) the conduction behavior is linear and the conductivity increases with pre-sintering temperature. This is a result of the fact that porous samples are
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Figure 49: Electrical behavior of pre-sintered alumina samples using low (a) and high field application (b). The data are referred to the very
beginning of the incubation stage of flash sintering, when the power supply was turned on. Modified from [16].

less conductive because pores reduce the cross-section available for current flow. Figure 49 (b) shows the electrical behavior if higher field strength are applied (E > 500 V/cm). The results are referred to the moment at which the voltage limit of the system is reached, at the very beginning of the incubation time. The plots indicate, in this case, a different trend: the material sintered at high temperature being less conductive. In addition, the conduction behavior is strongly non-linear and conductivity increases with E. This non-ohmic behavior is more pronounced on the porous sample (i.e. those sintered at lower temperature), while the dense specimens do not show a marked deviation from linearity (i.e. those sintered at 1550°C). This conduction behavior is probably at the base of the incubation time values reported in Figure 48 (b).

A similar deviation from the linear conduction behavior has been reported also by Cologna et al. for MgO-doped alumina[39]. They have measured the conductivity on dense specimens and observed a transition between linear to non-linear conductivity by applying a field of ~ 250 V/cm. These results are quite similar to those reported in Figure 48 (b); however, we do not observe significant deviation from linearity when using dense samples (those sintered at 1550°C). These differences are very likely associated to the different composition of the two materials, pointing out that the chemical composition and purity plays a fundamental role in conduction.

We can state, according to Figure 49, that conduction in our material is sensitive to the presence of pores and surfaces. It is well known that surfaces are characterized by a more disordered structure when compared with bulk materials. These can therefore represent a favorable path for ionic diffusion. Moreover, the surface electronic structure is also different from that associated to an ordered crystal. Hence, surfaces can be characterized by lower band gap values, rising electronic conduction.

One should finally consider that close to the pores the field is sensibly enhanced because of the interface between media with different dielectric constant, \( \varepsilon_r \) being equal to ~ 1 and 10 for air and alumina, respectively. For instance, assuming a spherical hole inside corundum the field is intensified of a factor 1.86 on the pore
surface[166]. Nevertheless, more complex and sharp geometry would lead to much higher field intensification. This problem has been extensively studied by Holland et al. during the incubation of FS by numerical simulations[167]. They conclude that the field is enhanced by a factor depending from the ratio between the neck/particle curvatures; i.e. assuming this ratio 0.1 it is possible to estimate a field intensification for alumina higher than 10. Indeed, pore shape and the ratio between neck/particle curvatures depend form the pre-sintering temperature; thus, the samples sintered at low temperature are not only characterized by an higher amount of pores but the pore shape would also be more sharp, leading to more significant field intensification.

Actually, field-sensitive conductivity has been already reported in different material and it is a result of the fact that the activation energy for diffusion or electron promotion can be reduced by field application. The first extensive discussion on the argument has been carried out by Frenkel in the paper "On Pre-Breakdown Phenomena in Insulators and Electronic Semi-Conductors" in 1938 [168]. He described the "pre-breakdown" behavior as "an increase of electrical conductivity which finally leads to breakdown" [168]. This phenomenon resembles what we observe before FS. The relation between $E$ and $\sigma$ in the pre-breakdown region is described by the Poole-Frenkel model [24,168–170]:

$$\sigma = \sigma_0 \exp\left(-\frac{(Q - \beta E^{0.5})}{kT}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

where $\beta$ a characteristic constant of the material. Using the natural logarithm of the conductivity Eq.35 can be linearized as:

$$\ln(\sigma) = \ln(\sigma_0) - Q/kT + \beta E^{0.5}/kT$$  \hspace{1cm} (36)

that becomes, considering that in our experiments the furnace temperature was always the same:

$$\ln(\sigma) = A + B E^{0.5}$$  \hspace{1cm} (37)
where A and B are two numeric constant. Using Eq.37 the experimental data in Figure 49 were interpolated. The results are reported in Figure 50; one can point out that the model provides a quite good approximation of the experimental results.

**Figure 50**: Conductivity for samples pre sintered at different temperature as a function of the field strength; the dashes lines represent the interpolation given by the Poole-Frenkel model. The data are referred to the very beginning of the incubation stage of flash sintering, when the power supply was turned on (Ts ~ Tf =1200°C). Modified from [16].

Certainly, FS and Dielectric Breakdown (DB) have other common points:

i. The electrical behavior is similar, showing the material a transition from insulator to conductor-like;

ii. The model described by Dissado in 1992 for dielectric breakdown [169] as a result of a thermal runaway is resembles that developed by Todd for flash sintering [14];

iii. Both FS and DB are sensitive to sample thickness, requiring thin specimens higher field/ incubation time for reproduce flash sintering [56,61] and having higher dielectric strength[171–173];

iv. FS and DB are characterized by an incubation time, and it is in both the cases it decreases with field strength[28,41,174–176].
Now the question is: “How can be possible that a pre-breakdown behavior is observed with field of only 750 V/cm?” In fact, breakdown in insulators is usually observed with field higher than $10^5$-$10^6$ V/cm[168,169].

Several points can help to answer the question. First of all, DB experiments are usually carried out at room temperature, while in this work FS was reproduced at 1200°C. The high temperature dielectric strength of alumina was studied by Miyazawa[177], Yoshimura[173] and co-workers. According to their results the dielectric strength for alumina at 1200°C is reduced down to values of $10^4$ V/cm or slightly higher. Therefore, the difference between the fields needed for FS and DB is one order of magnitude.

Other considerations deserve to be pointed out. Yoshimura and Miyazawa have carried out their measures on dense and thin (40 - 1250 μm) samples. It is well known that an increase in thickness reduces the dielectric strength [171–173], for larger sample being easier to dissipate the heat produced by Joule effect. The samples used in DB experiments are at least one order of magnitude or more smaller than those used for FS; this can account for a partial decrease of the dielectric strength.

In addition, one should take in account of the porosity effect. In fact, it is well known that porosity decreases the dielectric strength [178–180] according to[181,182]:

$$E^{cr} \propto \exp(-bP)$$  \hspace{1cm} (38)

where $E^{cr}$ is the dielectric strength, P the porosity load, and b a numerical constant.

When comparing the results on DB obtained by Miyazawa and Yoshimura with the onset field for FS measured in this work it should be taken in account that the samples that reproduces FS were porous while DB was carried out on dense specimens.

The last consideration is that the material used by Yoshimura[173] was high purity alumina (impurities ~ 10 ppm) while the powder used in this work are 99.8% pure. The purity content changes the FS behavior: while high purity alumina (99.99% pure) was never flash sintered using $E = 1000$ V/cm at 1400°C[39], 99.8% pure alumina is successfully flashed at ~1000 °C using the same field.
The combined effect of all these factors can reasonably reduce the dielectric strength down to values similar to those needed for FS. The experimental results and the literature review are, therefore, suggesting that FS and DB represents the same process in $\alpha$-alumina.

4.1.5 Electrode Material Effect
The results reported in this section are referred to the experimental set up n.1; using a constant heating rate of 20°C/min.

Figure 51 provides a comparison of the flash sintering behavior of alumina treated with different electrode materials; applied as conductive pastes between the platinum wire and the ceramic. The materials used in this work are platinum, carbon and silver-based pastes. One can observe that using different electrodes the sintering process is changing in its effectiveness and in its onset temperature.

In particular one can notice that:

i. The specimens treated with silver shrink less than the others upon sintering;

ii. The application of a field of 250 V/cm improves the sintering behavior in the case of carbon–based electrodes, conversely, no particular advantages can be observed in the case of Pt paste application;

iii. The samples treated with silver are sintered at lower temperature.
Figure 51: Dilatometric plots for samples treated using a current limit of 2 mA/mm² and different electrode materials: platinum (a), carbon (b) and silver (c).
The onset temperature for FS for the different electrodes are reported in Figure 52 as a function of the applied field. One can notice that the samples treated with Ag electrodes are flash sintered at temperatures ~ 250°C lower than those treated with Pt ones. The specimens treated with carbon-based cement exhibit an intermediate behavior.

These results are quite surprising and their interpretation is not completely clarified; also considering that the differences in activation energy for conduction for the three different electrodes is limited (section: “4.1.2 Electrical behavior”). One can argue that carbon and silver can produce some reaction at metal/ceramic interface; while Pt, being a noble element, does not produce any reaction. It is possible to speculate that carbon paste, whose stability up to 1200°C was proved via TG analysis (not reported), can promote some oxy-reductive reaction; i.e. by the combined effect of E/J and a change of the oxidation state of C the formation of a partially-reduced alumina can be promoted, leading to electrical conductivity increase.

Regarding silver electrodes different hypothesis can be proposed:

i. Silver work function (4.5 – 4.7 eV) [183][184] is lower when compared with that of Pt (5.1-5.9 eV)[183][184]. Hence, it is more easy for electrons to be removed from the electrode and enter in the ceramic body.

ii. Silver produces monovalent ions that can substitute Al$^{3+}$ leading to the formation of oxygen vacancies for balancing the charge.

iii. Although silver was not detected by EDS in the center of the gage section, silver ions diffusion in alumina it is known to be much more fast when compared with Al and O self-diffusion process[185][186]. A conduction mechanism based on Ag$^{+}$ diffusion can be proposed, explaining the anticipate flash event.
Figure 52: Onset temperature for FS as a function of the applied field strength for different electrode materials. Modified from [55].

The data in Figure 52 were fitted using the model developed by Todd et al. for the thermal runaway for FS[14]. This model, as described in section “1.4.1 Thermal runaway and Joule heating”, defines the onset condition for FS when the curves representing the heat dissipated by radiation and the electrical power (as a function of the sample temperature) are tangent. Under this condition the following equations should be satisfied:

\[
\frac{E^2 V}{\rho_0} \exp\left(\frac{-Q}{R(T_f+\Delta T)}\right) = S\sigma\varepsilon (T_f + \Delta T)^4 - T_f^4 \quad (39)
\]

\[
\frac{E^2 V}{\rho_0} \frac{Q}{R(T_f+\Delta T)^2} \exp\left(\frac{-Q}{R(T_f+\Delta T)}\right) = 4\, S\sigma\varepsilon(T_f + \Delta T)^3 \quad (40)
\]

where \(\Delta T\) is the overheating of the tangent point with respect to the furnace temperature. Eq. 40 can be rearranged, allowing to explicate the electric field:

\[
E^2 = \frac{4\, S\sigma\varepsilon R_0}{V} \left(\frac{T_f + \Delta T}{q}\right)^5 \exp\left(\frac{q}{R(T_f+\Delta T)}\right) = D\, \left(\frac{T_f + \Delta T}{q}\right)^5 \exp\left(\frac{q}{R(T_f+\Delta T)}\right) \quad (41)
\]
where \( D \) is a numerical constant. Combining Eq. 39 and 40 a quintic equation is obtained:

\[
\frac{4R}{Q} T_s^5 - T_s^4 + T_f^4 = 0 \tag{42}
\]

with \( T_s = T_f + \Delta T \). This model represents an approximation; in fact it is based on the assumption that the sample temperature is homogenous and the time needed for the thermal runaway, once that the onset is reached, is negligible. Nevertheless, a similar delay is present in all samples and the sample thickness was limited reducing thermal gradients.

The experimental data were fitted by recursive method, following these steps:

i. A first value for the activation energy was assumed equal to 0.52 eV;

ii. Using Eq. 42 and the experimental data for the onset furnace temperature \( (T_f) \), \( T_s \) was calculated for each sample using NSolve function in Mathematica®;

iii. A new value for \( Q \) and for the constant \( D \) was calculated from Eq. 41 by FindFit command in Mathematica®;

iv. With the new \( Q \) value, all the operations were repeated until convergence: i.e. the activation energy changing less than 0.0005 eV between two successive iterations.

The best fit was obtained using \( Q \) equal to 1.57, 1.37 and 1.32 eV for platinum, carbon and silver electrodes, respectively. These values are not far from those obtained from the power dissipation plots and from the light emission/conductivity relation. As shown in Figure 52 the fit (dashes lines) is nearly perfect for Ag electrodes, the error being always lower than 17°C.

A deviation from the interpolating curves is observed for the samples treated with 500 V/cm and Pt/C electrodes, the experimental onset temperature for flash sintering being lower than the calculated one. This can be considered a result of fact that the sample is changing its electrical properties upon heating.
i. The samples treated with 500 V/cm (Pt and C) are partially shrunk when the flash condition is reached; this is leading to a field intensification, being the gage section reduced.

ii. The material is partially sintered before the current limit is reached. The neck formation provides a continuous path for current flow and may enhance conductivity.

The electrode material changes also the densification achieved during the process; in fact, Figure 51 points out that different shrinkage are obtained by changing the used conductive paste. The results are confirmed by density/porosity measurements, reported in Figure 53. One can observe that the densification of the specimens treated with Pt and C is very similar and the main difference consists in the samples treated with 500 V/cm. This is due to the fact that before FS these specimens are already partially shrunk as a result of thermal/FAST sintering (see “4.1.1 Densification behavior and microstructural evolution”); thus, the samples treated with C being flash sintered at a temperature approximately 100°C lower than those treated with Pt, the densification phenomena prior to FS are limited. This has an effect on the density measured on the sintered bodies. Conversely, the samples sintered with Ag electrodes are always less densified. Another difference is that in the case of Pt/C electrodes the densification is reduced by increasing the field (as a result of the sintering shrinkage prior to FS), while in the samples treated with Ag an opposite behavior can be pointed out.

In order to understand the densification behavior the estimated sample temperatures, for different emissivity values, are reported in Table IX. One can point out that the samples treated with Ag electrodes reached lower temperatures during the flash, as a result of the fact that they were flash sintered at lower temperatures, when compared with those treated with Pt or C. The difference could be also underestimated. In fact, in the case of the specimens treated with silver the onset temperature for FS ranges between 670 and 940°C, thus a partial contribution of convection (not calculated) should be taken in account, leading to a further decrease of sample temperature.

Nevertheless, this is not explaining why in the case of specimens treated with silver electrodes the density increases with E, the sample treated with 500 V/cm being
more porous. One can speculate that this sample was treated at a temperature close
to silver melting, thus a partial diffusion of silver ions can be suggested within the
sample. The diffusion would be enhanced by the E-field which drives the cation
migration. If the conduction is mainly based on silver diffusion the partially reduced-
alumina (see “4.1.2 Electrical behavior”) would be only weakly formed; retarding the
densification mechanisms. One can also speculate that Ag can sublimate (at 1200°C
its vapor tension is about 0.2 Tor) and promote charge transport in its ionized
vapors. This point is, in any case, not completely clarified and deserves further
analysis.
Although the mechanisms are not completely clarified, in this chapter we showed
that the electrodes play an important role on the flash sintering behavior of alumina.
This may open a new way for future studies and allow a further reduction of the
sintering temperatures.

![Figure 53: Bulk density (a) and apparent (b) of sample treated using
different electrode materials and a current limit of 2 mA/mm². Modified
from [55].](image)

Table IX: Estimated sample temperature [°C] during FS for samples
treated with different electrodes as a function of the field strength
(current limit = 2mA/mm²).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ε = 0.9</th>
<th>E [V/cm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Flash sintering of glass-containing alumina

4.2.1 Densification behavior and Microstructural Evolution

Figure 54 shows the dilatometric plots referred to pure Alumina (A) and magnesia-silicate Glass-Containing Alumina (MgGCA) flash sintered using different fields and a current limit of 2 mA/mm² (the current limit was maintained for 2 min). The results point out the beneficial effect of glass addition on the field-assisted sintering behavior of the material; being the MgGCA samples characterized by much higher sintering rates (i.e. the slope of the dilatometric plot) and higher sintering shrinkage. This is a result of the different sintering mechanisms which consist in solid state sintering and
liquid phase sintering for A and MgGCA, respectively. The presence of liquid phase provides a fast diffusion path for the ionic species and allows, through dissolution/precipitation mechanisms, a rapid densification\[3\]. Additionally, the liquid phase presence enhances the sintering stresses via capillarity forces, increasing the attractive load between particles and thus, also, the sintering rates \[3\]. An exception is represented by the samples treated using 1500 V/cm; in this case the glass-containing material is not densified. A possible explanation of the observed behavior can be related to the fact that these samples were flash sintered at a very low furnace temperature (650 – 750 V/cm) and this leads to a decrease of the specimen temperature during the third stage of FS.

A second consideration that deserves to be underline is that the MgGCA dilatometric curves present two main shrinkage events (Figure 54(b)). The first event takes place at low temperature and it is responsible for a moderate shrinkage (\(\sim\) 2\%); whereas the second happens at higher temperature, once the current limit is reached, and it is responsible for the main part of the densification. Indeed, it is well-known that Liquid Phase Sintering (LPS) can be divided in different stages and each stage can lead to different shrinkage events that can be observed via dilatometric test.

At first, particles rearrangement due to liquid phase formation takes place; leading to a moderate shrinkage. The temperature at which this phenomenon happens is influenced by the field strength as it can be observed in Figure 54 (b); the phenomenon being anticipated by increasing E. Since in these experiments the liquid is provided by the softening of the glassy phase we can state that the field changes the viscous properties of the glass. Nevertheless, the magnitude of this first, moderate shrinkage does not change too much changing the field strength. Therefore, we can state that the E-field application modifies the temperature at which particle rearrangement happens but it does not influence, at a first approximation, the shrinkage that can be obtained.
Figure 54: Dilatometric plots for pure alumina (a) and 10 wt% magnesia silicate glass-containing alumina (b) using different field strength and a current limit of 2 mA/mm². Green density ~ 1.76 g/cm³, current limit maintained for 2 min. Modified form [187].

The second part of the shrinkage, as reported by Rahaman[3], is due to “Densification...by solution-precipitation”. During the field-assisted sintering experiments it is mainly obtained after the current limit reaching. This phenomenon is reproduced at lower temperature via E-field application and its rate is drastically increased in FS experiments when compared with conventionally sintered sample (0 V/cm in Figure 54 (b)).

In order to point out the glass composition effect on flash sintering, a pure silica glass, produced via sol gel method, was added to alumina powder, following the same procedures described for magnesia-silicate glass. The sample was treated with 1000 V/cm up to 1220°C and then the experiment was interrupted because of sparkling. This material do not reproduce the flash event, pointing out that the presence of Mg²⁺ ions is fundamental in field-assisted sintering experiments. This is due to the fact that pure silica is extremely resistive and it does not allow the thermal runaway process. Conversely, Mg²⁺ diffusion increases conductivity and power dissipation, triggering FS.

Figure 55 compares the physical properties of A and MgGCA flash sintered bodies. As expected, glass-containing material is more densified and it is characterized by much lower amount of open pores. The differences are less marked when bulk density is taken in account; nevertheless, the theoretical density for the two materials is different. In fact, the theoretical density for corundum is 3.95 g/cm³; while for MgGCA (under the assumption that the density of the glass is 2.20 g/cm³) it is only
3.66 g/cm³. An exception is represented, once again, by the specimens treated with 1500 V/cm. In this case the glass-containing material is not densified, coherently with the dilatometric plot results (Figure 54).

These results have important technological implications because they suggest that, by glass addition, it is possible to reduce the current needed for densification and the power dissipation during the process. This leads to clear advantages in terms of power consumption and it avoid the risk of electrodes melting and sparkling.

Figure 55: Bulk density (a) and open porosity (b) values measured on A and 10 wt% MgGCA samples flash sintered using different fields and a current limit of 2 mA/mm² (current limit maintained for 2 min). Modified form [187].

The effect of the current limit on the densification behavior of MgGCA is reported in Figure 56. One can observe that, similarly to what reported in the previous section for pure alumina, the current density is the key parameter controlling bulk density and open porosity. In addition, it should be pointed out that, if a relatively high current is applied (i.e. 2 mA/mm²), the densification is independent form the field strength and the material is well densified (excluding the samples treated with 1500 V/cm). Conversely, in the case of the use of lower current the density rises by decreasing the field. This is due to the fact that the samples treated with lower field are already partially shrunk when FS happens and it has an effect also on the final density of the sintered bodies.
Figure 56: Bulk density (a) and open porosity (b) as a function of the current density for 10 wt% MgGCA specimens. Green density ~ 1.76 g/cm³, current limit maintained for 2 min. Modified from [187].

Current density and powder composition have also an effect on the obtained microstructures (Figure 57). In particular we can observe that, using the same condition of field (1000 V/cm) and current (2 mA/mm²), the glass-containing sample is more dense and characterized by a lower amount of porosity when compared with the pure alumina one. Nevertheless, SEM micrographs point out that different fracture mechanisms are involved in the two materials: intergranular and transgranular for A and MgGCA, respectively. These microstructures provide indication about the sintering mechanism; in fact, it is well known that alumina presents intergranular fracture in case of solid state sintering, whereas it is transgranular when the densification happens via liquid phase sintering. The micrographs are therefore an evidence that MgGCA is densified by a sort of liquid phase flash sintering process. In addition, comparing Figure 57(b) and (c) it is possible to observe the current effect on the microstructure of the glass-containing material: although lowering the current down to 0.6 mA/mm² the porosity increases (coherently with density measurement), the material always presents microstructural features that can be ascribed to liquid phase sintering.
Figure 57: SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces of A (a) and MgGCA (b) samples treated using 1000 V/cm and 2 mA/mm². One can also observe the current effect on densification by comparing the MgGCA samples treated using 2 mA/mm² (b) and 0.6 mA/mm² (b). Modified form [187].

Additional microstructural details can be observed in Figure 58, where the microstructures of the polished MgGCA specimens are reported before and after HF etching. One can observe that a lot of porosity gets opened by etching; this is in other words meaning that a lot of glass is still present in the sintered bodies. Furthermore, one can notice that the porosity, that is created during the etching process, is characterized by very sharp and elongated shapes. Therefore, we can state that during FS the glass is able to flow between the solid alumina grains, even if the treating time was very limited (2 min). This is an additional evidence that a liquid phase sintering takes place during flash sintering of MgGCA.

The decrease of glass viscosity that allows an effective liquid phase sintering process resembles what has been reported by McLaren et al. describing the electric field-induced glass softening[119]. They observed that at a given combination of field/temperature the glass changes its flowing properties with an abrupt drop of its viscosity. Simultaneously, the material becomes electrical conductive and a strong light emission has been observed. Nevertheless, the mechanisms that leads to electric-field induced softening have not been completely clarified and they “may include non-uniform Joule heating, dielectric breakdown, and electrolysis”[119].
The last microstructural feature that deserves to be analyzed is the grain size evolution after the flash sintering treatments for MgGCA samples. In order to perform this measure, the fracture surfaces of the samples were HF etched. The removal of the intergranular glassy phase allows to highlight the grain boundaries as it is shown in Figure 59. First of all we should underline that the grains are generally equiaxial and very few elongated grains can be observed. The formation of elongated grains has been often recorded in alumina sintered with glass formers addition [188]; in fact, the dissolution/precipitation phenomena can happen along preferential crystallographic orientations. The fact that in flash sintered bodies this phenomenon is poorly observed is probably related to the very short treating time that do not allow consistent grain coalescence.

The grain size, measured by linear intercept method in the center of the gage section, are summarized in Table X. The average grain size is in all the cases sub-micrometric, even if in the case of the samples treated with 2 mA/mm² some large grains (larger than 1 µm) can be observed (Figure 59). Abnormal grain growth has been reported also in conventionally sintered alumina with the addition of a liquid phase[129], thus the result is not particularly surprising. Furthermore one can notice that, similarly to what reported for pure alumina, the key parameter controlling the grain size is the current density: being the grain size increasing by increasing the current density. Nevertheless, the samples treated with 1500 V/cm present grains substantially smaller when compared with those treated with lower fields and, even increasing the current up to 2 mA/mm², a very poor grain coalescence can be observed.
Figure 59: SEM micrographs of HF etched sample (MgGCA) treated using different combination of E and J (the inter-granular porosity is opened by the etching process). Modified form [187].
Table X: Average grain size and standard deviation [nm] of flash sintered MgGCA samples treated using different field and current.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E [V/cm]</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>1.2</th>
<th>2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>359 ± 58</td>
<td>453 ± 52</td>
<td>532 ± 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>321 ± 42</td>
<td>411 ± 85</td>
<td>492 ± 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>315 ± 35</td>
<td>470 ± 70</td>
<td>518 ± 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250</td>
<td>317 ± 70</td>
<td>396 ± 60</td>
<td>502 ± 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>315 ± 25</td>
<td>345 ± 47</td>
<td>402 ± 51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At this point, the obtained microstructures should be compared with those obtained via conventional sintering processes. For this purpose it is first necessary to estimate the sample temperature during the steady stage of FS. The specimen temperature was estimated by using the power balance equation (Eq.10) assuming different values for the emissivity. The results are summarized in Table XI. Coherently with what was observed for pure alumina, the current density is the main parameter controlling the sample temperature; nevertheless, the equilibrium temperature decreases by increasing the field as a result of the different onset for FS. The samples treated with 1500 V/cm are substantially colder than the others, since they were flash sintered at very low furnace temperature. This could be the reason explaining why they were not densified efficiently.
Table XI: Average sample temperature during the third stage of flash sintering of MgGCA for different values of ε.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ε = 0.9</th>
<th>J [mA/mm²]</th>
<th>E [V/cm]</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>1.0</th>
<th>1.2</th>
<th>1.4</th>
<th>1.6</th>
<th>1.8</th>
<th>2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1256</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>1314</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1211</td>
<td>1242</td>
<td>1266</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1176</td>
<td>1193</td>
<td>1204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1137</td>
<td>1163</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>1027</td>
<td>1108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ε = 0.7</th>
<th>J [mA/mm²]</th>
<th>E [V/cm]</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>1.0</th>
<th>1.2</th>
<th>1.4</th>
<th>1.6</th>
<th>1.8</th>
<th>2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1264</td>
<td>1298</td>
<td>1338</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>1263</td>
<td>1292</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1194</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1161</td>
<td>1194</td>
<td>1242</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>1087</td>
<td>1175</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ε = 0.5</th>
<th>J [mA/mm²]</th>
<th>E [V/cm]</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>1.0</th>
<th>1.2</th>
<th>1.4</th>
<th>1.6</th>
<th>1.8</th>
<th>2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1279</td>
<td>1325</td>
<td>1377</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1246</td>
<td>1298</td>
<td>1334</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>1257</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1202</td>
<td>1247</td>
<td>1309</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>1179</td>
<td>1277</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One further point should be considered: even assuming a low emissivity value (i.e. 0.5) the estimated temperatures are in almost all the cases lower than 1355°C which is the liquidus temperature of the ternary system MgO – SiO₂ – Al₂O₃. This is quite surprising considering the obtained microstructures that suggested an effective liquid phase sintering process. In fact, being the first thermodynamically stable liquid formed at 1355°C a conventional liquid phase sintering treatment should be carried out at higher temperatures; otherwise, the glass would soften and then it rapidly...
crystallizes forming solid crystals which do not improve sintering. The glass crystallization could be also quickened by the presence of a huge amount of surfaces and interfaces between alumina grains and the glass. Such mechanism prevents an efficient conventional densification at temperature lower than 1355°C. In order to prove this statement a MgGCA sample was conventionally sintered at 1350 °C with a dwelling time of 2 h (heating rate = 10°C/min). A very porous microstructure is obtained (Figure 60(a)) with a density of 2.99 g/cm3. The formation of new crystalline phases, mainly a magnesium-aluminum silicate (sapphirine), was detected by XRD (Figure 60(b)). Even repeating the treatment at a higher temperature (1370°C) the density increases only up to 3.11 g/cm3. In fact, at 1355°C a liquid phase is formed but, in such temperature range its content is very limited and does not allow a complete densification.

Therefore, we can conclude that by flash sintering it is possible to obtain an effective densification of MgGCA at sample temperatures lower than the thermodynamic liquidus in a very short time (2 min). This cannot be accounted for by conventional sintering mechanisms even assuming long soaking times (up to 2 h), but it can be based on mechanisms similar to those reported for electric field-induced softening.

In this chapter we showed the applicability of flash sintering to glass-containing ceramics, allowing a consistent expansion of the application field of FS. The densification takes place via liquid phase sintering mechanisms, as in conventional processes in similar materials; however, the densification rates seem to be remarkably accelerated by the current flow.

Figure 60: SEM micrograph (a) and XRD pattern (b) of a MgGCA specimen treated at 1350°C for 2 h. Modified form [187].
4.2.2 Electrical behavior and onset for flash sintering

The onset temperature for flash sintering for pure alumina and glass-containing alumina are reported in Figure 61. First of all one can notice that the behavior of A system is regular, with an exponential-like shape. In fact, it is coherent with the model for the thermal runaway for flash sintering as previously reported. Conversely, MgGCA presents a much more complex and non-regular relation. In particular, if an high field is applied (1500 V/cm) MgGCA is flash sintered at a very low temperature when compared with pure alumina; whereas, by decreasing the field the onset for flash sintering is delayed in the glass-containing material. Finally, in the case of a low field application (500 V/cm) the flash event takes place at the same temperature in the two systems.

![Figure 61: Onset temperature for flash sintering in MgGCA and A systems as a function of the field strength. The temperature at which the maximum shrinkage rate is reached during glass-softening (MgGCA) is also reported. Modified form [187].](image)

This non-regular relation is due to the electrical behavior of the material; in fact, the onset for FS is related to the electrical conductivity. A comparison between the specific power dissipation in pure alumina and MgGCA is provided in Figure 62 (a). One can observe that at low temperature (right portion of the plot), the glass-
containing material is more conductive and the power dissipation plot is characterized by a different slope when compared with pure alumina. In particular, the activation energy is 1.2 ± 0.2 and 0.7 ± 0.1 eV for A and MgGCA, respectively. Thus, the conduction mechanisms in the two systems are undoubtedly different and the glassy phase enhances the total conductivity of the material; this suggesting that, the glass is more conductive than the alumina powder in this temperature region. The estimated activation energy for conduction of the glass-containing system is much lower than the energy barrier for diffusion in silicates and glasses (2.0 – 4.3 eV) [189–193] and far different from the band gap in fused silica (8.3 eV)[2]. This can be related to the fact that the glass was produced via sol-gel method, therefore it presents structures far from equilibrium. Precedent works have point out that the energy barrier for diffusion in sol-gel glasses is lower when compared with bulk materials and this results also in an increase diffusivity (even one order of magnitude higher)[194]. In Figure 62 (b) it is possible to observe that the sample treated with 1500 V/cm presents a different activation energy; in fact, the slope of the plot is higher (1.6 eV). This can be related to the field-induced activation of different conduction mechanisms [195,196].

When the temperature increases, MgGCA becomes more resistive than pure alumina (Figure 62(a)) and this is responsible for the delayed FS event (E = 750 – 1250 V/cm). In the same temperature region, it is also possible to observe that the power dissipation plot of the glass-containing material presents a certain instability, producing a sort of hill. Fist, the power dissipation starts increasing as before FS; but, after few minutes, the concavity turns downward and MgGCA becomes less conductive than A.
Figure 62: Comparison between specific power dissipation in pure alumina and MgGCA (a) using 1000 V/cm and 2 mA/mm². The effect of the field strength on the power dissipation of MgGCA is also reported (b). Modified form [187].

In order to analyze this instability a DSC analysis was performed on the glass-containing powder and it is reported in Figure 63. One can notice the presence of an exothermic peak at \( \sim 860\,^\circ C \). This peak is very likely related to some modification in the glassy phase, like a partial crystallization. In fact, by comparing the XRD pattern (not reported) obtained on the glassy powder before and after a thermal treatment up to 900\(^\circ\)C (heating rate = 20\(^\circ\)C/min) it is possible to state that some magnesium...
silicate (enstatite) is formed during the process. The precipitation of enstatite decreases the magnesium load in the glass, which becomes more resistive. This leads to the curvature change in the power dissipation plots and to the delayed flash sintering phenomenon in MgGCA using field in the range 750 – 1250 V/cm. Conversely, the specimens treated with 1500 V/cm are flash sintered before this exothermic peak, thus in a temperature region in which the glass is much more conductive than alumina. This accounts for the anticipate flash sintering of the glass-containing powder using 1500 V/cm.

Finally, in the case of the treatment with 500 V/cm the two materials present a very similar onset temperature, even if it is well higher than the crystallization peak. This can be explained considering that at such temperatures MgGCA samples are already partially shrunk before FS (~ 8%), much more than pure alumina (~ 4%). This results in a significant field intensification (being the system in voltage control) that anticipate FS of the glass-containing powder.

One last consideration from Figure 61 deserves to be drawn and it is related to the glass softening behavior. One can observe that if high field is applied (E > 750 V/cm), the temperature at which the maximum shrinkage rate is obtained during glass softening (due to particles rearrangement) is following a behavior very similar to the onset for flash sintering: being the particles rearrangement preceding FS of 80 – 110°C. This can be related to the fact that Joule heating takes place during the incubation of FS and this leads to an anticipate glass softening event. Nevertheless, if a lower field is applied (E < 750 V/cm), the softening temperature is weakly changing, even decreasing the field down to 0 V/cm. This can be due to the fact that in these cases the softening temperature is enough far from the onset for flash sintering, so the Joule effect can be neglected. Additionally, in such a temperature region the glass is more resistive than alumina (power dissipation plot in Figure 62), thus it is marginally involved in the charge transport mechanisms.
At this point the attention should be focused on the electrical behavior of MgGCA during the third stage of FS, after the current limit reaching. Indeed, the sample temperature is unknown because of Joule heating. Therefore, similarly to what reported for pure alumina, we estimate the sample temperature using the power balance equation (Eq.10) in the second minute after the flash event. The plot is based on the approximation that the sample temperature is considered to be homogeneous. This is not the real condition because a temperature asymmetry close the two electrodes takes place. Figure 35 pointed out that the anode is hotter than the cathode when pure alumina is flash sintered; similarly Fig. 5 in Ref. [119] reveals that one electrode is brighter than the other. Nevertheless, we can notice that in both the cases the sample volume where such asymmetry is present is very limited with respect to the total volume of the sample. Therefore, the assumption of homogeneous specimen temperature seems not to be so unreasonable.

The best fit of the experimental results was obtained using an emissivity of 0.54 and an activation energy of 2.5 eV (Figure 64). Several considerations arise from the observation of Figure 64:

i. The sample temperature is in almost all cases lower than the liquidus temperature as previously shown.
The estimated emissivity is not far from data available in literature[197–199].

The material during the third stage of FS is more conductive than what expected from the conductivity measurements carried out before the flash event. This can be related to the activation of different diffusion paths during the process.

The activation energy for conduction is different before and after the flash even. In particular during the third stage of FS the activation energy is 2.5 eV, and even changing the emissivity in a wide range (0.2 – 1.0), Q is always higher than 1.1 eV. These values are far higher than the energy barrier for conduction estimated during the incubation (0.7 eV); highlighting the activation of different mechanisms. The value of Q during the third stage of FS is well comparable with the activation energy for diffusion in silicate melts and glasses; in fact value in the range between 1.1–2.9 eV have been previously reported for Si$^{4+}$, Mg$^{2+}$ and O$^{2−}$ diffusion [193,200–204]. This is suggesting that the glassy phase is playing a central role in the charge transport mechanisms during the flash.

![Figure 64: Resistivity during the third stage of FS as a function of the estimated sample temperature for MgGCA. One can observe that the behavior is different from what measured during the incubation of the process (black line). Modified form [187].](image)
A comparison between the estimated resistivity during FS for the two systems: pure alumina and glass-containing alumina is provided in Figure 65. The figure refers to two different values for emissivity: 0.5 and 0.7; these values were chosen since in this emissivity range the best were obtained. One can observe that the two systems present far different behavior. First, the activation energy for conduction (i.e. the slope of the plots) is higher in the glass-containing system. Thus, the conduction mechanisms for the two materials are undoubtedly different: whereas for pure alumina conduction is probably mainly electronic and enhanced by the formation of partially-reduced structures, in the case of glass-containing alumina a central ionic contribution can be point out, according to the Q values.

Second, we can observe that the two resistivity plots are somehow intersecting each other. This suggests that if the temperature is low (right portion of the plot) MgGCA is more resistive, while increasing the temperature MgGCA becomes more conductive. This is not particularly strange considering that the point acquired at low temperature are closer to the pre-flash behavior: MgGCA being more resistive than pure alumina in the temperature range before the flash event (Figure 62). Conversely, increasing the applied current and the sample temperature, the glassy phase rapidly decreases its viscosity allowing faster conduction via liquid phase diffusion.

The presence of ionic conduction for MgGCA is yet proved only by the resistivity plots; nevertheless, some other experimental evidences can prove this phenomenon. Figure 66 provides an EDS linsecan analysis of the Mg concentration close to the anode and cathode for a sample treated using 2 mA/mm² and 750 V/cm. One can observe that an higher Mg concentration was recorded in the cathodic area, while a lack of magnesium is present close to the anode. Moving from the electrodes, the Mg counts reached a plateau at ~ 700 and ~ 300 μm from the cathode and anode, respectively; starting from these pints the concentration is constant in whole the gage section.
Figure 65: Electrical resistivity as a function of sample temperature for pure alumina and magnesia silicate glass-containing alumina assuming $\varepsilon = 0.5$ (a) and 0.7 (b).

Similar results can be observed also by EDS maps. Figure 67 points out the formation of a magnesium enriched area close to the cathode; while the concentration of silicon is substantially constant. The Mg enriched area grows with the applied field and it forms a quite wide stain using $E \geq 1000$ V/cm. The results are
therefore clearly showing that a contribution of Mg$^{2+}$ migration to conduction during the process is present.

**Figure 66:** Ratio between magnesium and aluminum EDS counts at different distances from the cathode (black circles) and anode (red triangles) in a MGGCA sample treated with 750V/cm and 2 mA/mm$^2$. Modified form [187].

**Figure 67:** EDS concentration maps for Al, Mg and Si in the cathodic area of a MgGCA sample treated with 2 mA/mm$^2$ under 500 (a) and 1000V/cm (b). Taken form [187].
Additional information can be obtained by XRD analysis. The spectra collected on a MgGCA specimen treated using 1000 V/cm and 2 mA/mm² are reported in Figure 68. The spectra are referred to different areas of the sample: cathode, anode center of the gage section. One can observe that in the central part of the specimen the only crystalline phase present is corundum; this is in agreement with the microstructural results discussed in the previous section, which suggested that the glass was not crystallized during the treatment.

Conversely, in the anodic area the peaks of mullite are recorded and a small signal related to MgO·Al₂O₃ spinel can be observed. In this zone the glass was therefore, at least partially, crystallized. At the cathode mullite is still present; nevertheless, the main crystalline phase, excluding corundum, is the spinel. This is a result of the Mg migration toward the cathode, which lead to the formation of a MgO enriched area, allowing the spinel formation. The precipitation of the new phase could be accelerated by the presence of the melt and by the high temperature, which is probably reached close to the electrode as a result of current concentration.

Finally, it is possible to notice, in the spectrum collected close to the cathode, the presence a two small peaks that could be related to metallic silicon. Although quite limited, some blackened areas are present in this region; these are probably associated to a partial reduction of the material, which in some cases leads to a complete reduction of the silica glass. Obviously, the reduction starts from the less stable oxide and, according to Ellingham diagrams, silica is characterized by an higher free energy of formation when compared with alumina or magnesia[205], therefore it is “easier” to be reduced. This accounts for the fact that only for silicon the metallic specie is observed. The experimental results are therefore suggesting that at the cathode SiO₂ is progressively reduced and MgO reacts with Al₂O₃ forming the spinel.
Figure 68: XRD spectra collected on the cathode (a), anode (b) and center of the gage section (c) on a MgGCA sample treated using 1000 V/cm and 2 mA/mm².
Several cathodic reactions, involving ionic species, can be proposed at metal-ceramic interface:

\[ VO^- + 1/2 \ O_{2(gas)} + 2e' \rightarrow O_x^\cdot \]  \hspace{2cm} (43)

\[ \delta \ VO^- + M_yO_x + 2\delta e' \rightarrow M_yO_{x-\delta} \]  \hspace{2cm} (44)

\[ Mg_{(glass)} + \frac{1}{2} O_{2(gas)} + 2e' + Al_2O_3 \rightarrow MgO \cdot Al_2O_3 \]  \hspace{2cm} (45)

\[ Mg_{(glass)} + \frac{1}{2} SiO_{2(glass)} + 2e' + Al_2O_3 \rightarrow MgO \cdot Al_2O_3 + Si \]  \hspace{2cm} (46)

While at the anode could take place:

\[ O_x^\cdot \rightarrow VO^- + 1/2 \ O_{2(gas)} + 2e' \]  \hspace{2cm} (47)

\[ O_{(glass)}^- \rightarrow 1/2 \ O_{2(gas)} + 2e' \]  \hspace{2cm} (48)

Additionally, an electronic contribution to conduction cannot be completely excluded, even if the activation energy during FS is in good agreement with ionic diffusion. So, the system is for sure very complex. Nevertheless, some consideration deserves to be proposed.

Reactions 43 and 44 could occur both on the glass and on alumina, similarly to what reported in the section regarding FS for pure alumina. These two reaction deals with the possible annihilation mechanism for charged oxygen vacancy: the first referred to a system in which the molecular oxygen reduction is enough fast, the latter referred to an oxygen deficient system leading to a partial reduction of the oxides.

Reactions 45 and 46 involves magnesium and explains spinel formation \((MgO \cdot Al_2O_3)\). Reaction 45 is referred to a system in which \(Mg^{2+}\) reacts with gaseous oxygen and electrons in order to form MgO which is incorporated in the spinel structure. Nevertheless, while sintering is proceeding reaction 45 becomes progressively slower as a result of the decrease in surface area (the reaction with \(O_2\)
can take place only on the pores surface). Hence, the silica itself becomes a source of oxygen and the MgO formation happens at the expense of SiO$_2$. Silica is impoverished of oxygen and Si$^{4+}$ is thus reduced by the electrons consumed at the cathode. It is nice to observe that the blackened areas in MgGCA sample were always located under the sample surface, within the specimen. In other words, the reduced areas are formed where molecular oxygen cannot be provided, preventing reaction 45 to occur, thus enhancing reaction 46.

Mg$^{++}$ motion toward the cathode (−) leads to the asymmetry observed in magnesium distribution (Figure 66, Figure 67) and to spinel formation (Figure 68). Yet, it is not completely clear how the glass structure is modified once that Mg$^{++}$ is removed from the vitreous reticulum. When the O-Mg-O ionic bond is broken, magnesium starts to move toward the negative electrode as a sort of positive interstitial in the glass. Nevertheless, this would lead to the formation of two adjacent non-bridging oxygen with negative charge. This structure is obviously unstable; therefore it could be stabilized if another Mg$^{++}$, coming from the positive electro side, falls between the two non-bridging oxygen. This mechanism could partially explain the behavior but it leaves two open points:

i. The motion of each Mg$^{++}$ should be well coordinated with the other magnesium ions;

ii. This mechanism is just shifting the problem closer to the electrodes.

Another possible mechanism is shown in Figure 69. This mechanisms is derived from what reported by Varshneya [206] describing the structural rearrangement of the glassy structure when alkali ions are moving. In this case the two non-bridging oxygen with -1 charge collapse forming a bridging oxygen and a O$^{2-}$ free ion which moves as an interstitial toward the anode. This anion would be oxidized in the anodic region forming molecular oxygen, according to Reaction 46.
Yet, oxygen deficient structures can be formed during the process; this is a fact confirmed by the formation of the blackened areas. If we assume, similarly to what reported for pure alumina sample, that also in MgGCA different degree of reduction could be produced out from the black zone this could explain several open points. First, the absence of some oxygen ions can produced a wide series of defect which, in many cases, interrupt the glass chain structure[207]. This could lead to a change in the viscous properties of the glass and, reasonably, to a decrease in glass
viscosity which allows a fast densification. Therefore, the formation of non-stoichiometric SiO$_2$ could be at the base of the observed sintering behavior which cannot be accounted only by Joule heating (as reported in “4.2.1 Densification behavior and Microstructural Evolution”).

Additionally, it has been reported that oxygen-deficient silica is characterized by slower crystallization process when compared with stoichiometric SiO$_2$ [208,209]. This could account for the fact that mullite was formed close to the anode while in the central part of the gage section and the cathodic area the mullite signal is very weak. In fact, the oxygen vacancy migration toward the cathode and interstitial oxygen motion toward the anode lead to the formation of oxygen deficient-structures only far from the anodic area. The formation of non-stoichiometric SiO$_2$ can therefore explain both the crystallization and densification properties observed during FS experiments.

One final point deserves to be pointed out: the blackening behavior of MgGCA is asymmetric when compared with pure alumina. In fact, in pure alumina the blackening process started from the anode, whereas in glass-containing alumina it starts from the cathode (similarly to what reported for YSZ). This behavior has two different reasons:

i. A central contribution to the formation of the blackened areas in MgGCA is given by Mg ions migration toward the cathode (-); this mechanism would not be observed in pure alumina.

ii. The mobility of VO$^-$ in the glass is much higher than in crystalline corundum. This lead to the formation of an oxygen vacancy reach area close to the cathode (-) in MgGCA. Conversely, in pure alumina the conduction during FS is mainly electronic and, when a vacancy is produced at the anode (Reaction 47), it is suddenly reduced leading to the formation of the partially-reduced blackened structures.

In this chapter we showed that also in magnesia silicate glass-containing alumina the material can be partially reduced during DC flash sintering experiments. Such reduction presents features different from those observed in pure alumina: the
blackening in MgGCA is located at the cathode, while in pure alumina it starts from the anode. These results point out that the electrical characteristic of the system can strongly interact with this phenomenon, which can be at the base of the rapid mass transport phenomena observed in FS.
5 Conclusions

In this work we showed that flash sintering can be successfully applied also to insulating ceramics like $\alpha$-alumina. In particular, 99.8% pure alumina can be flash sintered, achieving almost complete densification, at 900°C in 2 min using 1500 V/cm and 6 mA/mm$^2$. A further decrease of the firing temperature is obtained by using different conductive pastes at the metal electrode-ceramic interface. In particular, the use of silver paste or carbon-based cement allows a consistent reduction of the onset flash sintering temperature.

The applicability of flash sintering was also extended to magnesia-silicate glass-containing alumina. The results show that glass addition allows faster densification via liquid phase sintering mechanisms. The electric field/current application interact with the different stages of liquid phase sintering: it lowers the temperature at which particles rearrangement take place, this being associated with the vitreous phase softening. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the shrinkage related to this stage is almost independent from the field. Much more significant field/current effects can be observed at higher temperature when the system reaches the current limit. In this case, glass addition allows an almost instantaneous densification with modest power dissipation in the specimen.

The photoemission spectra obtained during the II and III stage of flash sintering are in all the cases coherent with a thermal radiation. The black body model represent the best interpretation for the optical phenomena during the flash event. These results shade some light on this point and provide a different interpretation from those actually available in the scientific literature, mainly based on electroluminescence.

A deep literature study allowed to point out strong affinities between flash sintering and dielectric breakdown in $\alpha$-alumina. The analogies are both theoretical and phenomenological. The experimental results show that the flash event can be easily reproduced in porous alumina, rather than in dense specimens. This conclusion is in agreement with the behavior observed in dielectric breakdown experiments. Moreover, we show that during the incubation of flash sintering a pre-breakdown conduction behavior can be pointed out.
Singular phenomena were observed during flash sintering experiments: a drop of the activation energy for conduction (pure alumina), abnormal and oriented grain growth, formation of blackened areas and unusually fast mass transport phenomena and densification. A possible explanation could be based on electrolytic reaction during the flash process, which lead to the formation of a non-stoichiometric oxide. This explanation, confirmed by XPS and PL measurements, is coherent with the formation of partially reduced regions often observed in DC flash experiments.
6 Future Perspectives

This work provides an insight into the flash sintering behavior of commercially pure α-alumina and glass-containing alumina. It also provides a discussion about the possible mechanisms involved in flash sintering of oxide ceramics. However, it still lacks in the scale up the process toward an industrial application. Future activities can be therefore focused on the definition of procedures and methodologies that allow an industrial application of this technology. The process based on the so called “travelling electrodes”, sliding or rolling on the specimen, seems one of the most promising one.

Furthermore, other scientific points still deserves to be investigated. Among them, the atmosphere effect on the onset flash sintering temperature is one of the most interesting. I.e. it has been shown that the flash event in Ar is anticipated of hundreds degrees with respect to air; but it is still not clear if this is associated to a change of the material conductivity in inert atmosphere or to an interparticle plasma formation due to the low dielectric strength of argon. Tests in other inert atmospheres with different dielectric strength (like N₂) can shades some light on this point.
## List of abbreviation and acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Alternate Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>Chemical Vapor Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAS</td>
<td>Electric Current-Assisted Sintering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDS</td>
<td>Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>Field-Assisted Sintering Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE</td>
<td>Flash Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>Flash Sintering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSPS</td>
<td>Flash Spark Plasma Sintering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCA</td>
<td>Glass-Containing Alumina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSCF</td>
<td>Lanthanum-Strontium-Cobalt Ferrite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDT</td>
<td>Linear Variable Differential Transformer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgGCA</td>
<td>Magnesia Silicate Glass-Containing Alumina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR</td>
<td>Near Infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVD</td>
<td>Physical Vapor Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning Electron Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiGCA</td>
<td>Silicate Glass-Containing Alumina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPS</td>
<td>Spark Plasma Sintering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEOS</td>
<td>Tetraethyl Orthosilicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD</td>
<td>Thermo-Reactive Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIS</td>
<td>Visible light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPS</td>
<td>X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>X-Ray Diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSZ</td>
<td>Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAS</td>
<td>Zirconia-Alumina-Silica</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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